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Summary 

 This manual is a guide for teachers and coaches which illustrate an innovative academic 

approach to rowing for schools and clubs. The manual finds its origins in the innovative 

instruments and techniques tested and improved for the training of the athletes of the 

Romanian Federation for the preparation of their participation in the Olympic Games. These 

techniques and instruments will be tailored to students from 12 to 18 years old, which are the 

target of Voga&Share project and will emphasize attention on teaching strategies focused on 

gender diversity and sport inclusion. 
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Voga&Share project focuses on creating a positive link between several areas of education 
and sport, providing young people with a tool for comparison and growth of great impact, 
improving the skills of clubs in favor of schools, with a particular emphasis on protecting the 
environment by supporting rowing as an alternative to motorboating, which has a strong 
negative impact on the quality of waters.  

The project also gives young people the possibility to improve their health by participating in 
sports with other students from different countries, speaking a non-native language, teaming 
up and strengthening their sense of belonging to the Union by the creation of "European" 
crews.  

The project also aims to encourage integration, social inclusion, and equal opportunities in 
and through sport, to involve young people at risk of school drop-out or social exclusion, with 
the aim of strengthening commitment to sport activity, which could constitute a barrier to 
possible radicalization or dangerous isolation.  

Overall objective of the project: 

The Voga&Share project aims to create a participatory model for non-competitive rowing 
events which empowers young people (12-18 years old) in creating inclusive "European" 
crews with students from various EU countries. 

VOGA&TRAIN THE TRAINERS MANUAL it’s a guide for teachers and coaches which illustrate 
an innovative academic approach to rowing for schools and clubs. The manual finds its origins 
in the innovative instruments and techniques tested and improved for the training of rowers 
of the Romanian Rowing Federation, for their participation in the Olympic Games These 
techniques and instruments are tailored to students from 12 to 18 years old, as they are the 
target of Voga&Share project and will emphasize attention on teaching strategies focused on 
gender diversity and sport inclusion. 
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Article I. Forcing qualities and abilities for future rowers  
 
Rowing is an extremely challenging sport, both physically and mentally. Leadership, 
sportsmanship, perseverance, competitiveness, and compassion are basically important 
qualities in rowing, and we look for our children, future athletes to acquire these qualities over 
the course of training.  
 
Being a sport of repetitive nature, rowing demands endurance, strength and an ability to 
tolerate the pain that muscles experience in the race. Despite the fact that rowing looks like 
an upper body sport, the drive which moves the boat comes from strong legs.  
 
Rowing is also a team sport, so coaches generally want to recruit youngsters who could 
contribute to and strengthen the chemistry of the team. Fitting in, having a strong work ethic, 
the willingness to work hard and improve, a desire to be part of the team and college ethos 
are all important qualities.  
 
Unlike the performance rowing, rowing for leisure does not require pre-existent skills or 
abilities. One of the best things about rowing is “no experience necessary”. All that is needed 
is a positive attitude, the ability to follow instructions, and a willingness to put forth your best 
effort. You will receive training and conditioning on land, as well as on the water. 
 
What do we teach our students during the training stages: 
 

• Efficiency - no wasted effort in the movement. Not to make unnecessary 
movements when racing. 

• Coordination - all the parts (or subroutines) of the skill are linked together 
seamlessly. Movements must be in the right place at the right time. 

• Good technique - correct technique when executing the movements. 
• Fluency - flowing and smooth. Each move flows smoothly into the next. 
• Predetermination - the performer knows what he is doing, in relation with what 

he is trying to achieve. 
• Aesthetics - looking good to the spectators. 

 
Green’s Model of Sport Development established a sport development model to examine 
factors related to sport participation. This model comprises three stages called recruitment, 
retention and transition. It aims to comprehend the factors which are critical to the 
development of sport, more precisely the combination of factors which impact participation 
rates and the commitment to sport of individuals. In every stage of this model, several 
motivations and available opportunities exist, which directly influence an individual’s decision 
to carry on or exit sport.  
 
Recruitment is the first stage in the sport development model process which involves the 
individual, family and sport delivery system levels that influence an individual’s decision to 
take part in sport. Motivations play an important role at the individual level which in addition 
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to the availability of sports and sport programs, indicative of the system level, increase the 
likelihood that individuals move into a sport that better meets their needs and motivations. 
 
Retention is a very challenging, but many times ignored stage in the process. Retaining and 
possibly increasing the involvement of individuals requires an in-depth analysis of what is that 
affects their decision to stay. Financial resources, skill level and social support are constraints 
that can affect the commitment of individuals towards a sport. Lack of sport programmes or 
coaching availability at the system level can disturb their commitment. 
 
Various transitions occur between the entrance and retention stages. These take place either 
in life stages (example: single to married or youth to adult) and commitment stages (example: 
recreational to elite). Similarly, to the other two stages, transitions are also marked by 
individual differences, motivations and delivery system factors. Here, utmost attention must 
be given to certain aspects which encourage further participation such as providing more 
training opportunities, encouragement to advance and flexibility in membership options1.  

  
Conditioning kids and youngsters, between trends and reality. 
 
It is important that all school children, juniors and beginners focus on developing skills like 
balance, coordination of leg and trunk movement patterns, moving in time, following and 
creating rhythm, flexibility, core and trunk stability, along with throwing, catching, striking and 
kicking. These will provide the foundation for their future participation in a range of sports. 
These skills can be best learned as part of a general movement pattern and conditioning 
program, which does not require exercising in a boat or on a rowing machine. 

 
For rowing initiation, short sessions once a week are recommended, particularly for skill 
development and other activities which promote Agility, Balance, Coordination and Skill 
(ABCS) to develop the athletic, robust and safe rower. Preparation for rowing should include 
learning to swim and other activities that promote athleticism. 
 
As rowing is a late maturing sport, games and play activities should be promoted for beginners, 
especially school children and juniors, which foster fun and enjoyment rather than structured 
activities that mimic specific training. All beginners and young people have the right to be 
taught correct rowing technique and therefore should have access to quality coaching.  
Rowing, both on-water and indoor, should be enjoyable, fun and safe, as well as offering 
multiple opportunities for the rower. These include recreational, touring, challenge and 
competitive rowing. This will encourage maximum possible continued participation in the 
sport. 
 

 
 

1 1 Simon Grima et al. - Theoretical Models for Sport Participation: Literature Review; International Journal of 
Economics and Business Administration, Volume V, Issue 3, 2017, pp. 94-116 
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This is the starting line in our activity, where we have the kids and youngest, and the finish line is where 
we have adapted and involved athletes. 

Between those to line, we have total training and smart training and we want to believe that kids and 
young people will be the beneficiary of this concept and not the victim. 

It’s important to encourage the kids and attract them to sport, we need to keep the positivity in our 
training and to bring the best from them, not to point the negative parts of what they didn’t achieved.  

 

• Conditioning Kids and young Athletes between tendency(trends) si reality.

Juvenile population with an sedentary lifestyle,with increasig
metabolic and psychiatry diseases.

Perfect adapted athlete involved in Harder and longer competitional
phases.

TOTAL TRAINING
SMART TRAINING

TOTAL TRAINING - concept based on the complexity of the training process and the 
interdiciplinary component for best training effect.

Anatomy

Psychology

Biomechanics

Ergophysiology

Pedagogy

TMT

Biochemistry

SMART TRAINING - individual reactivity, the body's response to effort.
We do not train the (training) plan but the body's response.
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We need to obtain information about all the disciplines above and use them for the training in order 
to have the best results. Also we have the smart training where we use the response to effort of the 
body in order to keep a good training. There is a point where we need to adapt the training for each 
kid and we need to keep in mind that each kid is different at physically and phycology level.  

 

This represents a pyramidal evolution from Kids until U23 and Open category. It’s important to slow 
down the process of training in the first phase. Also it’s important to identify the 2 most important 
philosophy systems, first one is multilateral development, where kids can experience various sports 
and the second one is high performance where they choose one sport and train from juniors until U19-
U23. Because we need to put the right training objectives according to the age psychology and age 
characteristics.  

We need continuity and a large amount of time to achieve training’s goals, because a high performance 
can be delivered only after you train during the years.  

 

MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT

(High)
PERFORMANCE

SPECIALISATION
Specialized training

OPEN

U19-U23

JUNIORS

CADETI

KIDS
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The trainings are starting each generation earlier than before, at age of 4,5 or 6 with multisport 
disciplines, but the theory and experience shows that are not guaranteed effects of this 
speeding/acceleration age selection.  At least 50% of training should be multisport pathway including 
exercises and goals from different sport activities, like running, throwing and catching, team sports, 
swimming, gymnastics, rowing activities etc. 

In the beginning of this stage of the development it will help a general training effect. When we will go 
to age of performances these exercise it will be complementary effort, having recovery time, having 
fun, having transition plane etc. 

AGE

Multilateral 
development

Specialized
training
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THEORY OF AGES

Performance is the prerogative of maturity quantified in 0PEN Age (18+) 
competitions.
Physiological, psychological and athletic maturation.

Chronological age - on the basis of which ahletic categories are established.

Biological age - conditioned by the level of growth and maturation processes 
(prepubertal, pubertal, postpubertal).

Athletic age - the number of years of sports training from the beginning of 
the training process to the age of high performances.

Multilateral/general development features

Slow improvement of performance in the first phases (children/youth)

Achievement of best performance > 18 or older, at age of physiological and 
psychological maturation.

Consistent and stable adaptations found in the constancy of performances 
during long copetition phase.

Longer athletic career.

Injury prevention.
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The initiation stage is like an open window, where the kids can develop motor abilities but in a fun 
way, they can try a variety of sports. This stage helps also to develop the coordination which is highly 
hereditary condition. It’s a right physically level where we can train for flexibility, elasticity, balance. 
Because is the start of the training, here we can talk about general endurance and capacity of sustain 
effort. We can develop the speed but not at a high level, just the reaction, action and small repetition 
that can build the higher level of speed. 

It’s a right period where we can teach them about athlete conduct, safe and security, team 
environment but also hygiene, specific nutrition for an athlete. This time we can teach about managing 
the relationship between athlete-coach-parents, always we need that two of them to have the same 
direction, in order to pull the third one. This is a worldwide problem, because if the parents and kid 
don’t see the same advantages it will be difficult to keep the kid in training over the time. Usually, the 
kids that don’t have the support of parents or coach, give up on training, because they consider that 
they aren’t good enough. 
In general, is recommended a period of minimum 3 years of training to be able to participate on a 
competition, for this stage it’s important to know how to manage the training and the ratio of it. 
  The next stage is athletic formation which can be the same as puberty and it’s an important period, 
because they are growing fast, it’s an accelerate period and they want to do everything with speed, 
but we want also to prevent the injuries, so we need to take gradual steps for training. Because the 
external injuries can be seen so easy but at this age can be done internal injuries meaning metabolic 
injuries.  
In this stage they learn about time management, between school and free time/trainings. For a better 
training we use also the pyramid factors, and here we are talking about: physical factors, technical 
factors, tactical factors and phycological factors for the pathway to build a future champion. The 
aerobic endurance is a important step in training a future youngster that will reach performance. 
For a long plan development, the technical skills are important, because they are growing so fast and 
the central nervous system it’s not used yet with the new segment dimension, so we need to focus on 
technical abilities in order to keep a good training. 

INITIATION
Prepuberty

ATHLETIC FORMATION
Puberty

SPECIALIZATION
Adolescence
Postpuberty

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20 PERFORMANCE
Maturity

Theory of ages :
Gradual progressive training according the 

age/stage particularities.

PLAYfulness game/play
Basic technical skill
MOTRIC abilities flex,cor , balance, EG,S ? 
GEN.Polisport development
Team environment, /Ath. conduct/SS/IGIENA
managing athlete/coach/parent relations
competition/TRAINING ratio

FREE TIME MANAGEMENT/SCHOOL
Training factors Pyramid
AE,Anatomical adaptation

Social ath. behaviour, Nutritie rest and recovery related.
Specific technical skill 
RAn,Rmus,P, Ergogen, specific motric abilities.

Fmax , conversion,…………………………..
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The third stage is the one of specialization because here we need to build a social athletic behavior, 
they need to be confident and encouraged to be different and also committed to a such behavior (they 
are at the age were can be easily influenced by others, lifestyle, clubbing, partying etc). 
Actually here is about nutrition, rest and recovery according to the training plan and that means they 
need to eat, sleep well and have a disciplined life in order to be able to perform. 
At this stage is the time to use the technology like smart watch, phones to monitor metabolic effort, 
intensity of the training. We talk here also about specific technical abilities and specific motor skills, 
like which type of rowing is best for our athlete. 
The last phase is the performance stage (maturity stage) where we are talking about champions. 

 

At the base of the training is to learn kids how to play, after that they play for fun. Step by step they 
will learn about having fun training after that will train to evolve. When we are at the stage - 
specialization we talk about train to compete and learn to compete and at the final step we have the 
performance where they compete to win. 

We are use this method for a small team of rowing far away from the water, because we develop the 
standard skills, like standard speed, standard endurance. Always we need to built training step by step 
in order to have good results. 

 
 

 
 

 

DEZVOLTARE MULTILATERALA

PERFORMANTA

SPECIALIZARE

SENIORI

TINERET

JUNIORI

CADETI

COPII
Learn to PLAY

Play for FUN

Fun to TRAIN

Train to EVOLVE

Train to COMPETE

Learn to COMPETE

Compete to WIN

Sistem de organizare
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Article II. Voga Longa is a rowing marathon  
 

Vogalonga Rowing Regatta story begins in 1974, when a group of rowers, both amateurs and 
professionals, had a race around the island of Burano, near Venice. Their idea was to organize 
a non-competitive race, in which any kind of rowing boat could participate. 
In the next years, the race become a protest against pollution of Venice waters, caused by 
motorboats and the tremendous damage they do to this historic city. 
 
Vogalonga Itinerary 
 

 
 
The Vogalonga course is as follows: Bacino San Marco, canale delle Navi, canale della Bissa, 
canale Passaora, canale Crevan, Burano, Mazzorbo, canale S. Giacomo, canale Scomenzera, 
canale Bisatto, Murano, canale di Tessera, rio di Cannaregio, Canal Grande, Rialto, Punta della 
Salute. Checks are carried out along the course in Burano and Rio di Cannereggio. Medals and 
certificates of attendance will be distributed there from the pontoons set up for the purpose. 
 
Organizing the training experience for VOGA&SHARE youngsters 
 
First thing after the selection of young rowers, is for the coach to clarify, for himself and for 
the athletes, the long-term objective (goal) of the training program. The goal of this program 
is to prepare youngsters to complete a marathon row (30 km) with good technique, efficient 
movement, and without leaving them on the floor afterward! 
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This will conduct the work and help identify and develop short-term objectives for training 
sessions, that will result in the achievement of the ultimate goal. 
 
In formulating the subsequent goals, the trainer has to take into consideration a multitude of 
factors, as: 

• abilities and relative experience of youngsters in relation with nautical sports 
• swimming ability of each individual 
• size of the group (recommended by the project: 20 youngsters) 
• learning potential of participants 
• length of session and number of sessions per month 
• number and types of boats available  
• existing facilities or renting possibilities  
• time of year in relation with water conditions 
 

An effective organisation of the training process will ensure the availability and suitability of 
the facilities, boats and equipment. This is important for the motivation of both the coach and 
athlete. 
During each training session, trainer bear a huge responsibility regarding: 
 

Good utilisation of time: the trainer is expected to spend more time at the sport than 
the athletes to ensure the best use of their time. 

Proper selection of training content: each training session should have a list of essential 
elements in priority which may be altered according to changing conditions. 

Effective training methods: methods of training should be chosen before the session; 
this may involve verbal and non-verbal techniques while remembering that in 
the acquisition of a motor skill the most effective technique is HAVING A GO. 

Good observation: the trainer must remember to listen to and observe the group as a 
whole and each member of it in particular 

Feedback and guidance: the observations made by the trainer will allow him to provide 
effective feedback to the group on their efforts. Feedback is mandatory for a 
good communication between trainer and trainee. 

 
Based on a large experience of trainers involved in all rowing sports, the training program 
should be divided in 3 stages, although it is a continuous process. 
 

1. The early stage 
 

The young rower’s movements at this stage are generally slow, inefficient and uncoordinated. 
The beginner is trying to convert the coach’s directions into actual movements. As his thinking 
processes are heavily involved in trying to understand the meaning of certain motor acts and 
the technique of completing them, rower will be slow and deconcentrated. 
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To avoid early abandon that often arises at this stage, the trainer should keep the tasks 
enjoyable and limit distractions, concentrate on basics, impose a limited number of tasks, 
shorten practice periods, but repeat exercises frequently. 
 

2. Continuous growing 
 

At this stage is supposed that the athlete understands the objective of each training session 
and is able to concentrate on practicing techniques learned.  
The trainer should focus on several aspects: 
 

The quality of movement: the optimum movement pattern should be encouraged. 
Frequency of repetition: frequent quality repetitions of the movement should be 

encouraged. 
Body Relaxation: trainer should organize short concentrated bouts of practice followed 

by a contrasting activity to relax the whole neural and muscular system. 
Technique vs practice time: improved skills will allow a longer practice period and an 

increase in tasks. 
Pressure vs speed: improved skills will allow training at a higher load by an increase in 

pressure on blade and speed of movement. 
 

3. Automation stage 
 

This stage is considered the final stage in skill acquisition. The athlete is able to process 
information easily with minimal interference from other activities. Rower’s technique is 
already consistent at this stage and the stroke can withstand an increase in training load. The 
trainer should focus on several aspects: 
 

Time: this stage probably takes most of the time (months) but the reward is 
consistency in performance. 

Differences: to be noticed that automation stages may be reached at different times 
for different parts of the stroke. 

Avoid regression: regular observation, analysis and feedback are necessary to prevent 
regression. 

Avoid over-training: too much practice provides limited benefits. 
 
Prerequisites for the Vogalonga participation  
 
Any person over the age of 16 can register for the event. Minors under the age of 16 can join 
the race as long as they are accompanied by an adult with parental responsibility.  
 
Starting from 2022 edition registration will be possible only from the website: 
www.vogalonga.com 
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If you’re in half-decent shape, chances are you 
could hop on the rower at this very moment, and 
in about 4-5 hours you’d be done with your first 
Voga Longa row! So, why not just do that? I bet 
more than a few of you have considered it… but 
you know deep down that you would be hurting 
for days afterward, and you’d probably never 
want to get on the rower again. 

Protect Your Hands 

Let’s be honest: If you can’t hold the handle 
because your hands are sweaty or torn up, then 
you can’t use a rower. So hand care is going to be 

crucial. Protect those hands by keeping them dry! Grab a few sweatbands – one around the 
wrist and one around the forearm will stop sweat from dripping down your arms. Don’t be 
tempted to use chalk, or you’re going to end up with a nice paste all over the handle. 
 

Hydrate 

If you’re going to be on the rower for more than an hour (and you are!), it’s perfectly fine to 
put the handle down and consume some much-needed hydration and even easily-digestible 
snacks. 

Pad Your Seat 

The rowing machine wasn’t exactly built for comfort, and the last thing you want is your butt 
falling asleep. My advice is to grab some bubble wrap. It won’t deform or compress like a 
towel, so you’ll get consistent support for the entire time. 

Be a Technique Assassin 

Technique trumps intensity every time on a row like this. Done properly, this should be a 
consistent effort for the duration of the row. Poor technique could have serious 
consequences. Here are a few of our most popular technique videos to get you started: 

Have a Plan, Stick to the Plan 

We know how important planning is – and trust me, you don’t want to just jump into 
something like a marathon row without a game plan. But how do you go about creating a 
game plan for spending half a day on the rowing machine? Well… I’m glad you asked! 
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Speed Workout 

By modulating the time and intensity variables, rowing can turn into an assortment of speed 
or speed-endurance-type workouts, including anaerobic threshold and VO2-max targeted 
training. 

Anaerobic Threshold Training 

Perform a thorough warm-up that includes 30-second bursts of speed (like the striders you 
perform before a track workout). One example of an anaerobic threshold (AT) workout would 
be long intervals, four minutes each, to produce a heart rate in your AT range (usually 71- to 
85-percent of your max heart rate). Follow each interval round with a short rest—15 to 30 
seconds—depending on your fitness level. Work up to a classic AT workout: 15 to 20 minutes 
in your AT zone without rest intervals. 

Speed and Power Workout 

As a general rule, the higher the workout intensity, the longer your warm-up should be. Heed 
this rule before performing this max power workout on a rowing machine. 

For this speed and power workout, perform eight 20-second all-out sprints. The goal here is 
to work the upper realm of your energy systems, just like you would during a set of all-out 
wind-sprints on the football field. Allow yourself a minute (or longer) recovery break to sustain 
a max-speed effort for each repetition. It needs emphasis that regardless of the nature of this 
workout, the form should remain your priority. Attempting max-power training with improper 
form is opening the door to an injury. 

 

What you really need is a simple, 
straightforward 12-week training guide to 
get you into top shape for the marathon 
row. It includes three workouts per week 
that range from 30-90 minutes each, 
mixing interval and endurance training, 
technique sessions, and simply spending 
time with your butt on the rower.  

The goal of this program is to prepare you 
to complete a marathon row (30 km) with 

good technique, efficient movement, and without leaving you on the floor afterward! 
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Section 3.01. Rowing 

Sometimes called crew in the United States, is the sport of racing boats using oars. It differs 
from paddling sports in that rowing oars are attached to the boat using oarlocks, while paddles 
are not connected to the boat. Rowing is divided into two disciplines: sculling and sweep 
rowing. In sculling, each rower holds two oars—one in each hand, while in sweep rowing each 
rower holds one oar with both hands. There are several boat classes in which athletes may 
compete, ranging from single sculls, occupied by one person, to shells with eight rowers and 
a coxswain, called eights. There are a wide variety of course types and formats of racing, but 
most elite and championship level racing is conducted on calm water courses 2 kilometers (1.2 
mi) long with several lanes marked using buoys. 
 
Modern rowing as a competitive sport can be traced to the early 17th century when 
professional watermen held races (regattas) on the River Thames in London, England. Often 
prizes were offered by the London Guilds and Livery Companies. Amateur competition began 
towards the end of the 18th century with the arrival of "boat clubs" at British public schools. 
Similarly, clubs were formed at colleges within Oxford and Cambridge in the early nineteenth 
century. Public rowing clubs were beginning at the same time in England, Germany, the United 
States. In 1843, the first American college rowing club was formed at Yale College. 
 
Rowing is one of the oldest Olympic sports. Though it was on the program for the 1896 games, 
racing did not take place due to bad weather. Male rowers have competed since the 1900 
Summer Olympics. Women's rowing was added to the Olympic program in 1976. Today, there 
are fourteen boat classes which race at the Olympics. In addition, the sport's governing body, 
the World Rowing Federation, holds the annual World Rowing Championships with twenty-
two boat classes. 
 
Across six continents, 150 countries now have rowing federations that participate in the 
sport.[3] Major domestic competitions take place in dominant rowing nations and include The 
Boat Race and Henley Royal Regatta in the United Kingdom, the Australian Rowing 
Championships in Australia, the Harvard–Yale Regatta and Head of the Charles Regatta in the 
United States, and the Royal Canadian Henley Regatta in Canada. Many other competitions 
often exist for racing between clubs, schools, and universities in each nation. 
 

Section 3.02. Canoeing 

 
Canoeing is an activity which involves paddling a canoe with a single-bladed paddle. Common 
meanings of the term are limited to when the canoeing is the central purpose of the activity. 
Broader meanings include when it is combined with other activities such as canoe camping, 
or where canoeing is merely a transportation method used to accomplish other activities. 
Most present-day canoeing is done as or as a part of a sport or recreational activity. In some 
parts of Europe canoeing refers to both canoeing and kayaking, with a canoe being called an 
open canoe. 
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A few of the recreational forms of canoeing are canoe camping and canoe racing. Other forms 
include a wide range of canoeing on lakes, rivers, oceans, ponds and stream Most present-day 
canoeing is done as or as a part of a sport or recreational activity. In some parts of Europe, 
canoeing refers to both canoeing and kayaking, with a canoe being called an Open canoe. A 
few of the recreational forms of canoeing are canoe camping and canoe racing such as canoe 
sprint and canoe marathons. Other forms 
include a wide range of canoeing on lakes, 
rivers, oceans, ponds and streams. 
 
The summer Olympics include canoeing 
competitions. Canoe slalom (previously 
known as whitewater slalom) is a competitive 
sport with the aim to navigate a decked canoe 
or kayak through a course of hanging 
downstream or upstream gates on river 
rapids in the fastest time possible. It is one of 
the two kayak and canoeing disciplines at the 
Summer Olympics, and is referred to by the 
International Olympic Committee (IOC) as Canoe/Kayak Slalom. The other Olympic canoeing 
discipline is canoe sprint. 
 
Section 3.03. Kayak 
 
A kayak is a small, narrow watercraft which is typically propelled by means of a double-bladed 
paddle. The word kayak originates from the Greenlandic word qajaq (IPA: [qajɑq]). The 
traditional kayak has a covered deck and one or more cockpits, each seating one paddler. The 
cockpit is sometimes covered by a spray deck that prevents the entry of water from waves or 
spray, differentiating the craft from a canoe. The spray deck makes it possible for suitably 
skilled kayakers to roll the kayak: that is, to capsize and right it without it filling with water or 
ejecting the paddler. 
 
Some modern boats vary considerably from a traditional design but still claim the title "kayak", 
for instance in eliminating the cockpit by seating the paddler on top of the boat ("sit-on-top" 
kayaks); having inflated air chambers surrounding the boat; replacing the single hull with twin 
hulls; and replacing paddles 
with other human-powered 
propulsion methods, such as 
foot-powered rotational 
propellers and "flippers".  The 
kayak was first used by the 
indigenous Aleut, Inuit, Yupik 
and possibly Ainu hunters in 
subarctic regions of the world. 
Modern kayaks have evolved into specialized types that may be broadly categorized according 
to their application as sea or touring kayaks, whitewater (or river) kayaks, surf kayaks, racing 
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kayaks, fishing kayaks, and recreational kayaks. The broader kayak categories today are 'sit-in' 
(SI), which is inspired mainly by traditional kayak forms, 'sit-on-top' (SOT), which evolved from 
paddle boards that were outfitted with footrests and a backrest, 'hybrid', which are essentially 
canoes featuring a narrower beam and a reduced free board enabling the paddler to propel 
them from the middle of the boat, using a double blade paddle (i.e. 'kayak paddle'), and twin 
hull kayaks offering each of the paddler's legs a narrow hull of its own. In recent decades, 
kayaks design have proliferated to a point where the only broadly accepted denominator for 
them is their being designed mainly for paddling using a kayak paddle featuring two blades 
i.e. 'kayak paddle'.  
 
Section 3.04. Stand up paddle 
 
Standup paddleboarding (SUP), the act of propelling oneself on a floating platform with the 
help of a paddle or setting pole, traces back thousands of years and across many continents 
in the form of rafts and punts, but its current form and popularity originated in Hawaii in the 
1900s. Records of earlier forms of SUP have been found as early as 3,000 B.C. and its iterations 
span over various regions such as Peru, Levant, Italy, and China.[4] 
 
Modern standup paddleboarding began in the 1940s in Waikiki. John Ah Choy was a local 
Hawaiian who surfed, but as he got older and was unable to get up and down from his board, 
he would stand on his board from the break and paddle out with a canoe paddle to catch 
waves. His sons, Leroy and Bobby Ah Choy, and their friend, Duke Kahanamoku, started to 
mimic this while they taught surfing to visiting tourists. They did this as a way to keep an eye 
on surf students while also monitoring the incoming swell. They also utilized the vantage point 
of being out on the water to take pictures. As the style became popular with other surfers, it 
took on the name Beach Boy Surfing after the instructors, who were called Waikiki Beach Boys 
Steve West credits outrigger canoeing combined with surfing as the basis of SUP, since the 
individual skills (board riding and paddling) already existed. In the 1990s Laird Hamilton 
redefined and modernized standup paddleboarding as a sport. In 2004, SUP surfing was added 
as a category in the Buffalo Big Board Contest. 
 
Standup paddleboarding has diversified from a variation of surfing into racing, touring, yoga, 
whitewater, and fishing. Its surfing heritage coupled with its various disciplines make the sport 
attractive and accessible to everyone, regardless of ability. 
 
The first magazine devoted to the sport, Standup Journal, was founded in June 2000 A SUP 
paddle is used to propel the 
board and its user across the 
surface of the water. The paddle 
consists of a blade, shaft, and 
handle, and should be between 
8 and 15 inches taller than the 
user. They are similar to, but 
longer than, traditional canoe 
paddles. They can be 
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constructed from plastic, aluminum, fiberglass, carbon fiber, and wood. The blade of a SUP 
paddle is designed to be at an angle to the front of the board. This design provides more power 
as the user pulls themselves through the water. 

Phase 1 the reach 

 Is  the phase of extending the paddle forward for placement. To accomplish this with 
maximum efficiency, activate the core and twist the shoulders slightly, hinging at the hips and 
leaning forward to extend your paddle blade toward the nose of your SUP. 
Aligning the shaft parallel with your SUP’s rail, create an A-frame between your body, the shaft 
and your lower arm, setting the blade next to the nose as far forward as you can comfortably 
reach. 
 

Keep your back straight and bend you’re stroke-side knee slightly to maximize extension 
before placing it in the water. 
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Phase Two – The Catch 

Phase two of a quality stroke is the point at which the paddle meets the water. After reaching 
as far forward as comfortably possible, fully submerge the blade in the water aligned 
perpendicularly to the rail of your SUP for maximum resistance on the blade. 
The key here is a smooth insert. Focus on making little to no splash, as water displaced above 
the surface means less resistance and drive going into the next phase. 

Phase Three – Power 

Propelling the standup paddleboard forward past the submerged paddle blade, also known as 
the power phase, is the section of a SUP stroke that most influences speed. Good stroke 
technique in this phase is paramount for a faster paddling experience. 
Once you’ve accomplished a quality catch, activate your traps and obliques as the primary 
force of the coming pull, keeping your lower arm straight and the paddle shaft vertical. 
Pull your body forward to the blade rather than pulling the blade back to your body, and end 
the stroke at your feet as extending any further decreases efficiency and risks deceleration. A 
wavering blade also decreases efficiency, so do your best to keep your pull as steady as 
possible. 

Phase Four – Release 

The release is the point at which the blade exits the water after the power phase. To do this 
properly, exit the blade next to your feet to avoid deceleration between strokes (note: the 
image above is an example of taking the power phase a little too far. Aim to reach the picture 
stage alongside your legs rather than behind them.) 
For the cleanest, most efficient exit, lift the paddle by dropping your upper hand down and 
inward rather than pulling your lower hand up and back. Try to keep the blade as vertical as 
comfortably possible upon exiting to avoid pulling the blade up through the water and in turn 
losing efficiency. 
Also avoid twisting your paddle before exiting the water as this will offset the flow for an 
awkward recovery. 

Phase Five – Recovery 

The recovery phase is the transition between one stroke and the next. Once the blade is 
released, twist your wrists inward with the thumb of you lower hand rotating back to turn the 
shaft 90 degrees and feather the blade for a smoother, faster recovery. 
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The recovery phase is an opportunity to give your muscles a break, so let your shoulders relax 
as you swing your paddle back into the reach phase (a light paddle will drastically improve 
performance with this phase). 
A smooth, rhythmic recovery is key to setting up your next stroke, so focus on technique rather 
than speed here. 
 
SUP Paddling Technique Tips To Paddle Straight: 

Start stroke a little away from the rail 

Reach forward as far as you still feel comfortable and balanced and plant the paddle into the 
water until the full blade is submerged. 

Angle the blade inward toward the rail 

By angle the blade a little bit inward toward the rail of the board 

Drag the blade to your feet with vertical and deep stroke 

Submerge the blade into the water 90 degrees angle as deep as you can and pull the paddle 
to yourself. 

Swop hands and change sides 

To maintain a straight line, you have to switch sides of paddling occasionally. 
One of the biggest tips any progressing paddler can take away is ‘bury the paddle blade’. Often 
times riders just ‘tickle’ the water with no dynamism. 
 
Submerging the whole blade will ensure that maximum power is delivered. Complete 
submersion also encourages the paddler to ‘reach’. And reaching combining with paddle 
blade’ submersion goes a long way to developing an efficient forward paddle stroke. 
As with everything the more knowledge you have the more you can progress and develop 
your SUP skills. And have a bag of paddle strokes to call upon will see you enjoy your SUPing 
more and be able to cope with a broader set of paddling conditions. 
 
If you want more effective and efficient stand up paddling then learning to put to good use all 
these paddle strokes is best practice. 
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Section 3.05. Dragon Boat 
 
Dragon boat is a human-powered watercraft originating from the Pearl River Delta region of 
China's southern Guangdong Province. These were made of teak, but in other parts of China, 
different kinds of wood are used. It is one of a family of traditional paddled long boats found 
throughout Asia, Africa, the Pacific islands, and Puerto Rico. The sport of dragon boat racing 
has its roots in an ancient folk ritual of contending villagers, which dates back 2000 years 
throughout southern China, and even further to the original games of Olympia in ancient 
Greece. Both dragon boat racing and the ancient Olympiad included aspects of religious 
observances and community celebrations, along with competitions. 
 
Dragon boat racing has been a traditional Chinese paddled watercraft activity for over 2000 
years and began as a modern international sport in Hong Kong in 1976. These boats are 
typically made of carbon fiber, fiberglass, and other lightweight materials. For competition 
events, dragon boats are generally rigged with decorative Chinese dragon heads and tails. At 
other times (such as during training), decorative regalia is usually removed, although the drum 
often remains aboard for drummers to practice. For races, there are 18-20 people in a 
standard boat, and 8-10 in a small boat, not including the steersperson (sweep) and the 
drummer. 
 
In December 2007, the central government of the People's Republic of China added the 
Dragon Boat Festival, along with the Qingming and Mid-Autumn festivals, to the schedule of 
national holidays. 
 
Modern dragon boat racing is organized at the international level by the International Dragon 
Boat Federation (IDBF), the world governing body for the sport. The IDBF is a member of the 
Global Association of International Sports Federations (Sportaccord) and is a founding 
federation of the AIMS Group (Alliance of Independent Recognized Members of Sport) within 
Sportaccord. AIMS is an IOC-Recognized Multi Sports Organization. The International Canoe 
Federation (ICF) also has a dragon boat program for those of its Member Canoe Federations 
with an interest in dragon boat.[6] Both Sport and Festival racing are very competitive and 
many paddlers train year round, using paddling machines or pools in addition to on-water 
sessions. 
 
PADDLING BASICS 
 
The technique that will be discussed is based on flatwater sprint canoe style used by the two 
time International Dragon Boat Champions - The Canadian Men's Dragon Boat Team. There 
are six key parts to the dragon boat stroke. When done properly, a boat flies; executed 
improperly, the boat will feel sluggish and heavy. The first three components set up the stroke, 
while the last three are considered to be the work-phase part of the stroke. The six 
components are called: rotation, reach/extension, catch, pull, exit, and recovery.  
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Rotation 
The image some coaches use to help paddlers picture rotation is that a pole is inserted through 
the head, along the spine, and then anchored to the dragon boat seat. Another way of 
achieving full rotation is to present your back to the shore or have your chest facing your 
partner. Full rotation, or twist as it is sometimes called, allows for maximum reach/extension. 
Shoulder position is the key to rotation. For the outside (or bottom) arm shoulder to extend 
or rotate forward, the top arm shoulder must come back behind your head. Try not to drop 
the outside shoulder to low. Keep the two shoulders parellel to the water as much as you can. 
The inside or top arm shoulder needs to move to the water side also to facilitate twist. This 
also helps to get your weight over the water by leaning out. Throughout all this keep your back 
straight, head up and stick out your chest.   
 
Reach/Extension 
This position in the stroke is crucial in maximizing the length of the stroke. The position of the 
outside paddling arm is equivalent to pulling a bow and arrow. The outside shoulder should 
be dropped slightly and also extended forward. The torso leans forward for additional 
extension.  
 
A proper reach position is the foundation of a proper dragon boat stroke. The reach position 
is the extended position with the paddle a few inches above the water before the driving it 
into the water. This reach position determines the length of a stroke and a long stroke means 
more water is pulled. The reach position is the end point of the Recovery phase, but is the 
beginning of a new stroke cycle.  
 
The reach position determines the rotation of the torso. If the torso is "rotated" forward upon 
the paddle entering the water, the torso will naturally want to "de-rotate" back to the normal 
seated upright seated position.   
 
As mentioned previously, the lower arm position is similar to drawing a bow and arrow. The 
bottom arm is extended straight forward parallel to the water. The lower shoulder is dropped 
and is extended forward and therefore the shoulder on the top hand side comes back and up. 
In the Reach position, these four points on the body should be lined up in a vertical plane: (a) 
top hand, (b) head, (c) lower shoulder and (d) lower hand.  
 
 As well, from the side view there should a straight line from the top hand, head and hip. The 
torso rotation, extension of both arms and the forward lean are maximum.  
 
 The upper arm should be straight but some bend at the elbow is acceptable. The top arm 
shoulder should be behind the head on the setup. The lower arm is fully extended and is 
almost locked at the elbow. The lower hand grip should be relaxed and not grip the paddle 
too hard. The paddles flip forward into the reach position where it is at its highest potential 
energy level. From this position, the potential energy will be used to submerge the paddles as 
the stroke progress.    
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Catch 

The catch phase is the most critical to the speed of the boat. The catch is the moment the 
paddle blade first bites into the water. The top hand is held over the water, then drives down 
on the paddle with the outside arm relaxed and fully extended.    

Pull 

Once the paddle is fully submerged or "buried", the next component of the stroke is the pull 
phase. The buried position is also calling the "vertical" position or "90/90" which means from 
the front view and side view the paddle is straight up and down or at 90 degrees. The paddles 
should then pull back directly parallel with the boat. The top hand stabilizes the paddle as the 
bottom arm and back muscles pull back. To use the back muscles effectively, the paddler sits 
up while pulling and continues to drive the paddle downward with the top hand. Maximum 
power and endurance will come from using the larger muscles of the back, shoulder and trunk 
rather than relying on the smaller arm muscles.     

Exit 

Conventional paddling theory says that the exit of the paddle should occur by the time it gets 
to the hip. In 2001, the Canadian National Teams introduced a new stroke that included an 
exit that was well past the hip. The bottom hand pulled back until it was at the hip but the 
blade tip was a good foot behind. The theory behind this new stroke is that the "pull phase" 
needs to be longer because of the relatively heavy boats compared to flatwater boats. The 
longer pull phase also produces the "glide" which seems to be the key to boat speed.      

Recovery 

This part of the stroke is the rest phase when the muscles are not working as hard; recovery 
speed plays a large role in determining the stroke rate. During recovery, the torso starts 
rotating and leaning forward to setup for another cycle of the stroke.  
 
SETTING UP THE CREW POSITIONS 
The boat crew is broken into three sections,  

Ø the front which is the first six paddlers,  
Ø the engine room which is the middle eight paddlers and  
Ø the back which is last six paddlers.  

Weight of the paddlers must be taken into consideration when setting up the boat. Any serious 
weight distribution problems will adversely affect how the boat tracks for steering. The biggest 
paddlers are placed in the middle or engine room and lighter paddlers at the front and back 
sections. 
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The front six paddlers set the pace and should be reserved for paddlers with good long 
paddling strokes. The rest of the boat needs something visual to follow. The rest of the boat 
will have short choppy stroke if the front has short choppy strokes. 
 
The middle eight or the "engine room" is usually reserved for the heavier, stronger paddlers. 
During the middle of the race the engine room dictates the pace. The stroke rate of the crew 
is usually determined by the engine room. The stroke rate is not too fast as long as the big 
engine room paddlers can twist and reach. Once the engine room paddlers start shortening 
up on their stroke, you know the pace is getting too fast. 
 
The back six paddlers of the boat should have the strongest people in the boat. It is not 
uncommon for a novice crew to setup the boat with weaker paddlers who get out of stroke. 
For an intermediate crew or an advanced crew this would be a missed opportunity. A series 
which is a sequence of more powerful strokes meant to advance the boat and is initiated by 
the back six paddlers and ripples to the front of the boat. 
 
Depending which section, the paddler is sitting in, the water reacts differently in each section. 
At the front, the water is dead and more difficult to pull the paddle through. Moving to the 
center of the boat where the engine room is, the water rushes by quicker. The water is fastest 
at the back of the boat. What does this do to the timing of the strokes? Since the water is 
faster in the middle and back of the boat, paddles will "fly" back quicker. Middle paddlers will 
tend to rush their exits relative to the front paddlers. Front paddlers will need to have long 
strokes (up front) and be quick on the exits because of this natural tendency of paddlers 
behind them to rush. In the back because of the even faster water, paddlers will have a 
tendency to pause at the end of their strokes. These backs of the boat paddlers need to long 
in their strokes and to drive the paddle in the water even harder to slow down the paddle and 
to be effective. That is why they say that the strongest paddlers should be in the back of the 
boat. 
 
Side to side and front to back weight distribution must be taken into consideration when 
setting up the boat. The steersperson must have the knowledge of how to move paddlers 
around to improve the balance of the boat. Having the boat off balance can seriously affect 
how the boat tracks. The steersperson is 100% responsible for the safety of the crew. The 
steersperson has the best view of any obstructions on the water and must make the required 
commands to the crew to maneuver the boat. In race situations the steersperson must also 
be able to read wind and be knowledgeable of how the boat reacts in certain conditions. It is 
not good enough that the steersperson can just keep the boat straight, he or she must be able 
to bring the boat to the line in whatever wind conditions and make the manoeuvers or 
commands to hold the boat on the line.  
 
PADDLER TIPS: KEEP A TRAINING LOG 
 Many competitive paddlers have a detailed training log which records their training activities: 
on-water, weight training, pool etc. Usually a little booklet showing the date, work-out (ex: 3 
sets x 1.5 km paddling @ 60%, 2 min rest between), how they felt about it. Body weight and 
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basal or morning heart rate is also sometimes included. Training logs will help you in the long 
term. If you have a bad racing year, you can look back at previous years logs and find out how 
hard you trained and felt in previous years. Good paddling years are usually a result of how 
well you have trained. 
 
Coaches should also keep a log the team training from year to year. You can draw from this 
data base of work-outs each year and adjust accordingly. As a former paddler as well as a 
coach, I know how hard I can push the training by looking at my previous training logs. If I have 
done the work-outs myself I know other people can also do the work-out. The amount of 
training a team does will determine how well a team will perform in races. Remember, 
practice makes perfect. 
 
OVERTRAINING: Overtraining can result in sudden loss in body weight and increase in morning 
heart rate. Training becomes flat. Body becomes susceptible to injury and illness. Good habit 
of getting into is checking your heart rate before getting out of bed in the morning. If the heart 
rate suddenly goes up more than six beats over the usual rate, overtraining has probably taken 
place. The body has been overloaded and the heart is working extra hard to compensate. 
Reduction in overall activities and more recovery time may be necessary. 
 
STEERING A DRAGON BOAT 
A trained steerer is an important part of any crew. The steerer is responsible for crew safety 
on the water and is important to the success of a winning team. A good steerer will have 
knowledge of boat commands, effects of wind and water conditions. As well, this person will 
develop instincts of boat balance and create an environment of confidence within the boat. 
Written information regarding steering is helpful but nothing replaces hours of steering in a 
boat in various weather and water conditions. 
 
A steering training session will have a crew of 10 paddlers. Usually, these paddlers are other 
steers that are taking part in the clinic. With this many paddlers in a boat, the novice steer will 
have at least a good "feel" of how the boat moves. Too few paddlers in a boat will allow for 
easy correction but with no sense of the power and weight of a full boat. Too many paddlers 
and the novice steer will be overpowered and be unable to correct the boat in the intended 
path. The "lighter" 12-14 paddlers in a boat allows the steerer to maneuver the boat easier 
than a full boat. 
 
The first thing we teach at a clinic is for a steerer to "spin the boat". First spin the boat clock 
wise a full 360 degrees and then counter clockwise. This type of manouver is done when the 
boat is stationary or moving very slowly. The steering oar or sweep is always located at the 
left side of a dragon boat and usually right behind the tenth paddling row. Key points to 
remember: for a counter-clockwise spin, the steering oar starts close to the tail of the boat 
and sweeps out away from the boat (I refer to this a "pry"). For a clockwise spin, the steering 
oar starts away from the boat to the left and pulls water towards the boat (I refer to this 
motion as "draw"). For this manouver, the steering oar needs to be pushed down through the 
"ring" attached to the boat otherwise the handle of the oar will hit the last paddler on the left. 
The deeper the steering oar is in the water, the more resistance on the blade. 
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Next, the steerer will be allowed to take control of the boat while half the crew is paddling. 
Once the steerer gets somewhat of a feel for keeping the boat straight, the rest of the crew 
can join in. 
 
Key Points: 
1/ foot stance - at least shoulder width apart or more. I advocate right foot forward and left 
foot back as a this give you front to back stablility and feet wide side to side gives left/right 
stability. Try to keep the legs relaxed as you try to get your "boat balance" or "sea legs". 
 
2/ hand positions - right hand on the "T-handle" at the top and left hand about waist level 
around mid-shaft. 
 
3/ standup straight or at least comfortably - many novices will crouch down because they 
worry about losing balance and/or falling out. Slight bend at the knees help absorb any bounce 
caused by he boat surging on every paddler stroke. 
 
Neutral Position - there is an angle of the steering oar blade that has equal water pressure on 
both planes of the blade while the boat is moving. No matter how far the top handle of the 
steering oar is away from the steer, there is a "neutral" blade position or angle. This must be 
found by turning the "T-handle" on the steering oar. This is the position that will keep the boat 
straight. 
 
Steering Methods 

Ø Push and Pull - from the neutral position, if the boat needs to go left, the top part of 
the steering oar at the t-handle is pulled towards the steerer. If the boat needs to go 
right, the top part of the steering oar is pushed out. Often used for hard turns and 
emergency situations 

Ø Handle Rotation - from the neutral position, if the boat needs to go left, the top part 
of the "T-handle" needs to rotate away from the steerer (or rotate counter clockwise 
to around 10 or 11 o'clock from the back view). If the boat needs to go right, the top 
part of the "T-handle" needs to rotate towards the steerer (around 1 or 2 o'clock). 
Often used for fine adjustments and minimizing steering oar resistance. Ideal for races. 

Ø Combination of Push/Pull and Handle Rotation - this is probably the most common 
although either of the other two can be used exclusively during race situations. You do 
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however need to incorporate both to make maximum left or right turns as in the case 
of 2k race left turns. 
 

Technical Explanation - The steering oar mounted on the left side of the boat and the blade 
glides through the water. For all intents and purposes, the plane of the blade facing the steerer 
is the "inside of the blade" (or right plane of the steering oar) and the portion facing away 
from the steerer is the "outside of the blade" (or left plane of steering oar). Any water pressure 
on the "inside of the blade" causes the tail of the boat tail to shift left and therefore the boat 
will go right. Think of an imaginary post go up and down the exact centre of the boat between 
seat benches 5 and 6. This is where the boat pivots. If the boat tail is pushed to the right, the 
head of the boat is rotated left and the boat travels that direction and visa versa to turn right. 
This is done by either pushing the handle out and/or turning the top of the "T-handle" towards 
the steer. Visa versa for the left turns. Which ever side of the blade catches the water pressure 
is the same direction the boat will turn towards. 
 
Race Situations 
It is recommended that a steerer have at least 20 hours of practices before attempting to steer 
at a competition. During competition and especially for start situations, it is up to the steerer 
to get the boat on the starting line with minimal energy output from the crew. To be avoided 
is excessive energy sapping "draw" strokes to bring the boat back into the center of the lane 
or backing up at the start line. It is recommended that the boat approaches the start line with 
the other teams. Setting on the start line too early may cause your boat to drift out of position 
resulting in necessary draw strokes or having the Starter shoot the gun right after he asks you 
to back up the boat. Arriving too late on the start line line may have you well behind the line 
when the starter shoots his gun. A cross-wind further emphasizes the importance of 
approaching the start line together with the other teams. On a left-right cross wind, the boat 
should be approaching on the left side of the lane because the wind will blow the boat to the 
centre of the lane. It will take experience to be able to set the boat in the middle of the lane 
on a windy day. Of course as more and more event have "held starts", some of the race start 
antics by teams and weather related problems will be eliminated. 
 
 
Steering Tricks of the Trade: 
1/ Emergency corrections - it is easiest to make the boat respond when the crew has their 
paddles out of the water. "Pump", force, lean or pull on the steering oar when the crew has 
their paddles in the "up-stroke". 
 
2/ If at the start line the boat drifts towards a buoy and the gun goes off, aim the center of 
the boat to go directly over the buoy. This prevents paddlers from adjusting their stroke or 
losing strokes to avoid buoys. 
 
3/ If your team is late getting to the start line, go straight down the middle of the race course. 
They can't start the race if you are on the race course. 
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4/ "Go on the Smoking Gun" - Although it is more common now to use an electronic horn for 
start but if it is a gun or a start cannon, go when you see the smoke. Sound travels slower than 
light. You can see the smoke faster than you can hear it. This is especially helpful if you are in 
the lane farthest away from the starter. 
 
5/ Square up the hips - Most steerers are rotated slightly to the left side of the boat. For most 
situations I advocate facing to the front with hips squared (still right foot forward and legs 
apart side to side). This position closes the distance from steering shaft to the side of your hip. 
If the steering oar is again the side of your hip, you can lean left which will make it much easier 
to make right turns. 
 
6/ Foot pressure - To make left turns you need to apply more pressure to the left side of the 
boat with your left foot. Shift your weight back on to your left foot to do this and lean to the 
right. For right turns lean forward towards the left across from right foot and push the steering 
oar out to the left. You will feel the pressure on your right foot. To summarize - pressure on 
left foot (kept close to the left side) to make left turns, pressure on right foot (right foot shifted 
to the right side) for right turns. 
 
7/ 3 points of contact - Bend the left knee and angle it towards the side of the boat until it 
touches to give another point of contact besides your left and right foot. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 3.06. Indoor rowing, ergometer,simulator 
 
Indoor rowing, or ‘erging’ (named because of the equipment used for this type of sport – the 
ergometer), has been widely used as a training tool for rowers since it’s creation. Today, 
indoor rowing has grown to become a competitive sport in its own right. 
 
Ergometers have been used in rowing training since the 1950s in many countries. The earliest 
examples were huge metal contraptions with a solid iron flywheel. 
 
Indoor rowing competitions take place all over the world. The longest running and best known 
is the C.R.A.S.H-Bs, held every year in February in Boston, USA. In 2018, the first World Rowing 
Indoor Championships were held in conjunction with Concept2 in Alexandria, USA. 
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The 1980s saw the development of lighter, slightly more rower-friendly machines. The 
Dreissigacker brothers, founders of Concept2, developed an ergometer using bicycle parts. 
This innovation helped to make the rowing machine light and affordable, and allowed rowers 
to compare their performances against one another. This caused indoor rowing to grow 
rapidly in training, and made indoor rowing competitions possible. 
 
Just like on-water rowing, the most infamous benchmark test on the ergometer is 2000 meters 
for time.  
 
Many competitions include various race formats, including races for time, for distance, for 
maximum wattage, relay and team competitions, blind races, and elimination races.  
Indoor rowing is also found in other sport competitions, such as CrossFit, Functional Fitness, 
and ‘indoor’ triathlon. 
 
Indoor rowing is naturally suited to virtual training and competition, and to eSports. 
Augmented reality and virtual racing and training platforms are being developed regularly, 
and 2022 saw a boom in virtual training and competition.  
 
The Rowing Stroke 
How it works: The drive is the work portion of the stroke; the recovery is the rest portion that 
prepares you for the next drive. The body movements of the recovery are essentially the 
reverse of the drive. Blend these movements into a smooth continuum to create the rowing 
stroke. 
 

The Catch 

 
Arms are straight; head is neutral; shoulders are level and not hunched. 
Upper body is leaning forward from the hips with the shoulders in front of the hips. 
Shins are vertical, or as close to vertical as is comfortable for you. Shins should not move 
beyond perpendicular. Heels may lift as needed. 

The Drive 

 
Start the drive by pressing with your legs, and then swing the back through the vertical 
position before finally adding the arm pull. 
Hands move in a straight line to and from the flywheel. Shoulders remain low and relaxed. 
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The Finish 

 
Upper body is leaning back slightly, using good support from the core muscles. 
Legs are extended and handle is held lightly below your ribs. 
Shoulders should be low with wrists and grip relaxed. Wrists should be flat. 
 

The Recovery 

 
Extend your arms until they straighten before leaning from the hips towards the flywheel. 
Once your hands have cleared your knees, allow your knees to bend and gradually slide the 
seat forward on the monorail. 
For your next stroke, return to the catch position with shoulders relaxed and shins vertical. 
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4.1. Particularities of rowing, in relation with youngsters’ health 
 
 

• Trainers should keep in mind that rowing is a whole-body exercise, a power endurance 
sport requiring strength and endurance, which is why a significant level of training and 
racing is not recommended before 14 years of age.  

 
• Rowing is different from other sports in that the spine is loaded in a sitting position 

(i.e. 90̊ to the spine) whereas many sports load directly down the spine. In addition, 
the heaviest load is at full flexion of knees and hips.  

• The load on a rower could reach up to 4.6 times his body weight.  This loading, whether 
on-water or indoor, is being repeated multiple times in a minute and for the full 
duration of the session. Therefore, unless correct practice is followed, there is a 
potential injury risk to susceptible individuals or groups.  

• Trainers should ensure athletes’ postural stability, good posture and control of the 
pelvis and spine. There is a risk of injury where there is postural instability around the 
hips, pelvis and lumbar spine during the initial part of the drive phase of the rowing 
stroke when there is the heaviest load. 

Safety on water 

Safety is the concern of every crew member and is largely a matter of COMMON SENSE - USE 
IT! The overall responsibility for the crew off the water is the Crew Manager’s and on the water 
is the Boat Captain’s 

Swimming 

 The Standard Required. Ideally, all rowers should be able to swim at least 50 meters, but as a 
minimum, they must be water competent in cold and moving water and when dressed in light 
clothing, that is, racing dress (shorts and vest) plus waterproof top and trousers and light 
footwear (trainers, flip flops or similar footwear). 

Personal Floatation Aids (PFAs) 

When to wear them. In a formal competitive event and on a placid water course, in normal 
summer conditions, and providing that the individual can swim, the BDA Rules of Racing do 
not require an experienced competitor to wear a Personal Floatation Aid (PFA), such as a 
Buoyancy Aid. (This is in line with comparable water sports, such as Rowing and Canoe & Kayak 
Racing). 
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Where local regulations at race site require water users to wear PFAs, all crews will wear them, 
irrespective of their experience in the sport. 
In such cases it is the Event Organizers responsibility to notify crews whether or not the water 
operator provides PFAs and if NOT, it is the Crew managers responsibility to ensure that the 
crew has sufficient of their own to cater for any conditions that they may encounter. 
 
However, even in perfect racing conditions, all crew members under the age of 12 years old, 
must wear a PFA and they should be provided for all other competitors who request them, or 
at the Crew Manager’s discretion, by the Event Organizer. 
 
In an informal competitive event, such as a Charity Race, all competitors are advised to wear 
PFAs, which should be supplied by the Event Organizer concerned. 
 In adverse racing or training conditions, especially on open water or rivers, Crew Managers of 
experienced crews should advise all paddlers to wear PFAs and ensure that weak swimmers 
and those uncomfortable in such conditions do wear them. In any event Novice and Junior 
paddlers will wear PFAs in such conditions. 

Safety on embarkation 

Boat Balance. Before leaving the embarking area, the Boat Captain (normally the Helm) should 
ensure that the boat is well balanced. That is, that each pair of racers are of similar weight or 
height and that, generally, the heavier pairs are seated in the boat’s middle section. The Boat 
Captain should know the number of people in the boat. 

The Buddy System 

The crew should be ‘numbered off’ from the front of the boat and made aware that they are 
each responsible for the person they are paired with (across the boat) and that in the event 
of a capsize, their first responsibility is to ensure that their partner is safe and well. 

This is called the ‘buddy system’ and it gives each person in the boat a specific responsibility 
for another. The ‘Stroke Pair’ (first pair – No.2 left and 3 right) in the boat are responsible for 
the Drummer (1) and the ‘rear pair’ (last pair) for the Helm (22) 

Steadying the Boat  

A boat will feel ‘tippy’ especially if the crew is out of balance or moving about in an 
uncoordinated manner. To steady the boat in such circumstances ( and when sideways on to 
the wind or wave pattern) the crew should be instructed by the Helm to slightly lean out over 
the side of the boat and place their paddle blades flat on the water, at arms length. 
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With all of the paddles on the water in this manner (10 either side) the boat is effectively 
stabilized. This is called a paddle brace and the Helm’s command should be ‘Brace the Boat’. 

Stopping the Boat 

When maneuvering, turning or racing the boat it may be necessary to stop the boat suddenly, 
say to avoid a collision with another vessel. It is important that the crew reacts quickly but 
safely. An unbalanced crew over-reacting can capsize their own boat! The quickest way to stop 
a boat is for the crew to do a reverse paddle stroke, that is, everyone takes a backwards stroke 
with their paddle instead of a forward stroke.. 

The initial command should be ‘Stop Paddling’ followed immediately by ‘Brace the Boat’ if the 
boat is unstable and there is no immediate danger of a collision. If there is a danger of a 
collision the command ‘Stop the Boat’ should be given and the Crew instructed by the Helm 
to paddle backwards. 

In a race situation when a collision is imminent, the Helm must immediately tell the crew to 
‘Stop the Boat’. Failure by the Crew to stop the boat in such circumstances will result in 
disqualification, 

Safety boats 

The number of safety boats that an Event Organizer provides will vary according to the number 
of boats in each race. The chances of more than one boat capsizing in a race are extremely 
low and therefore, unless the weather conditions are extreme, it should not be necessary to 
have more than four (4) safety boats in total at any one event. 
 
Each boat should be able to hold at least eight (8) passengers and should not carry more than 
two crew members, that is, the driver and an assistant to help with any rescues. 
 
At least one safety boat should be on the water for each race. The safety boats should have a 
low freeboard and hand ropes on it, to allow a person to enter the boat from the water 
unaided. A throw line, kept on the boat, is also advised. 
 
An added rescue service is to use experienced canoeist Lifeguards, who can provide a number 
of rescue kayaks, to act as ‘one to one’ rescuer. The advantage is that they can get in amongst 
a capsized crew without the fear of injury to the competitors from boat propellers. 

Capsized Dragon Boat 

What to Do? In the event of a Dragon Boat capsizing each pair of paddlers should account for 
their buddies. The Boat Captain should immediately ensure that all the crew are accounted 
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for by calling out their numbers and noting the response. The crew must initially stay with the 
boat and leave it in the capsized position. When a boat hasover-turned never swim 
underneath it but in such circumstances, it can be used as afloating platform, provided the 
crew space themselves evenly around the boat. 
Alternatively, under the instructions of the Boat Captain the boat may be rolled back to the 
upright position and used to support the crew. In all situations the Boat Captain should remain 
in control of the crew and, in a race situation, await the arrival of the safety boats. The crew 
should if their paddles are within easy reach, attempt to retrieve them. 
 
On the arrival of the safety boats, the crew should move as directed by the operators of the 
boats, with the Boat Captain remaining in the water until all members of the crew have been 
rescued. (If there are insufficient boats to rescue all the crew in one go and the water 
conditions are kind, or it is shallow, then up to a six crew members can remain with the boat 
and start to ‘swim it’ to the nearest shore. This should only be done under the Boat Captain’s 
control and when the swimmers are capable and not at risk). After the crew is rescued a safety 
boat may be used to recover the Dragon Boat. 
 
Unescorted Crews. If there is no safety boat available then in calm conditions, the whole crew 
may attempt to ‘swim’ the boat to the nearest safe landing point, as directed by the Boat 
Captain. If conditions are not suitable for ‘swimming’ the boat, then as a last resort the crew 
may leave the boat and swim to shore in pairs, using the ‘buddy’ system, again under the 
control of the Boat Captain. As with other methods, the crew must be accounted for at all 
times during any attempts to swim the boat or as pairs under the buddy system. 

Recovery of Craft.  

As soon as the Dragon Boat is alongside the water’s edge, all crew members must again be 
accounted for on the land and any injuries dealt with immediately. The boat, if upturned, may 
then be turned the right way up (in the water) and bailing out commenced. The boat SHOULD 
NOT be dragged out of the water unless there is only a small amount of water left in it, as this 
puts a considerable strain on the hull of the boat. Once the boat is almost empty of water it 
may be lifted on to the bank and checked for damage and all the boat’s equipment accounted 
for. 

Practice Drills 

It is recommended that crews training regularly together should be introduced to a least one 
controlled capsize and an unescorted recovery exercise, at an early stage in their training. This 
practice drill should be set up carefully taking into account the time of year and the weather 
and water conditions. During such drills all 
crew members must wear PFAs, irrespective of their competitive experience, general 
physical fitness or swimming ability and a safety boat should be on standby 
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Equipment Safety Checks 

Always check your equipment in advance of every outing, this is the responsibility of each 
rower – do not leave this to someone else. 
• Are boat and blades – in general good condition? 
• Is the bow ball securely fastened? 
• Are heel restraints securely fixed? 
• Are all hatches, canvas and bungs secure to ensure boat buoyancy? 
• Are there any loose parts – riggers, gates, top nut on pin, stretchers, collar on blades? 
• Is the steering equipment fully working? 

Circulation rules  

Rowers (and scullers) don't face the direction of travel. This makes keeping to the agreed 
circulation pattern vital in order to avoid accidents. If in doubt about the agreed circulation 
pattern consult the chart on Safety Notice Board. 
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Almost 100 years ago, it was considered that “the rowing of a crew in a racing shell with sliding 
seats is a form of exercise in which a greater total energy expenditure is attainable, for periods 
of five to 20 min, than under any other conditions. No other exertion comes so near to bringing 
the entire muscle mass of the body into maximal extension and contraction” (Henderson and 
Haggard, 1925). Since then many studies confirmed this notion and showcased rowing as “the 
ultimate challenge to the human body” (Volianitis and Secher, 2009). The articles in this 
Research Topic address a range of questions relevant not only to Olympic rowing 
performance, but also to the recently increasingly popular indoor rowing. 
The usual pacing pattern of elite competitive rowers, regardless of finishing position or sex 
(Garland, 2005), has been to row the first 500 m at a significantly faster pace than subsequent 
sections of a 2000 m race (Secher et al., 1982). Although there are notable tactical and 
psychological reasons for starting fast, at least for on-water rowing where the leader has visual 
control of the competition, it is not easy to identify physiological reasons why this has been 
the adopted strategy, as the power relationship between energy demand and speed of the 
boat should favor a more even pacing.  
 
Boillet evaluated physiological and psychological responses to a rowing ergometer race using 
different pacing strategies (i.e., the “positive-split” compared to a “negative-split” or a 
“constant-split”). The race distance used in the study (1,500 m) is both a limitation and a 
strength, as the shortened distance has been selected for the Los Angeles 2028 Olympic 
Games. The “positive-split” strategy is associated with high blood lactate and high exertion 
levels and is the least appreciated by rowers. One speculative explanation why rowers are 
using the seemingly more “painful” pacing pattern could be offered by the association of 
rowing performance with the total amount of oxygen consumed during the race. An initial 
spurt allows for larger total volume of oxygen consumed and power produced, compared to 
a more even pacing (Volianitis et al., 2020). 
 
However, the study of Mentzoni and Losnegard that analyses the pacing patterns of rowers in 
A-finals of recent World and European championships reveals that medalists currently adopt 
a more even pacing profile compared to that of the fourth–sixth place finishers, confirming 
the theoretical expectation that such pacing profile would be advantageous in rowing. 
Furthermore, considering that such even pacing discriminates competitors in World class 
rowing, it also suggests that the capability to cope with the possible mental challenges (e.g., 
maintaining confidence when not leading) maybe a trait of successful rowing performance.  
 
The energy expenditure of elite open-class male rowers is extraordinarily high and it is 
predominantly supported by carbohydrate oxidation, as estimated by Winkert et al. Thus, a 
single training session may potentially precipitate glycogen depletion, indicating that 
availability and replenishment of glycogen stores may be a key factor for successful rowing 
training. Additionaly and perhaps more importantly, such high energy expenditure 
approaches the suggested maximum alimentary sustainable energy supply (∼3 times the 
resting metabolic rate, Thurber et al., 2019), supporting the notion that there may be an upper 
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energetic limit to rowing training volume (Mader and Hollmann, 1977). In this context, the 
study of Turner et al. suggests that inclusion of high intensity training can improve 2,000 m 
rowing performance (Ní Chéilleachair et al., 2017). Considering that high intensity training can 

reduce glycogen utilization during exercise of similar intensity (Burgomaster et al., 2006), it 
could provide a feasible training alternative when the energy demands of extensive low 
intensity training volume approach the biological alimentary ceiling. 
 
The energy cost of rowing (ECR) has been described for on-water rowing, albeit by modeling 
the metabolic demand, from the estimated mechanical power required to maintain a given 
speed against estimated resistance, instead of measuring it (di Prampero et al., 1971). The 
study by Blervaque et al. is the first to evaluate the ECR for ergometer rowing, taking into 
account both the measured oxidative and the estimated glycolytic non-oxidative components. 
The findings demonstrate that ECR is negatively correlated with rowing performance but 
positively correlated with contribution of fat oxidation to energy supply in moderate-intensity 
exercises. These associations support the notion of metabolic flexibility (i.e., the ability to 
switch back and forth between lipid and carbohydrate oxidation, depending on energy 
demand and substrate availability at higher absolute workloads, Storlien et al., 2004) that has 
been shown across individuals of widely different metabolic capabilities (San-Millán and 
Brooks, 2018) and showcase its presence in elite rowers. 
 
The power relationship between VO2 and boat velocity (Secher 1983) would predict an 
ergogenic effect of oxygen supplementation on rowing performance, albeit not obligatory 
(Volianitis et al.). Due to the synchronous movement pattern of the limbs during rowing, it 
seems that there is a central constraint preventing recruitment of the leg muscles during the 
two-legged exercise inherent to rowing (the leg “strength paradox,” Secher 1975), whilst the 
arm muscles are not constrained by such central activation. Considering that the largest 
amount of work during rowing is performed by the large leg muscles, this unique 
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neuromuscular constrain likely explains why an increase in VO2max does not necessarily 
increase the amount of work performed during rowing. 
 
Another intervention that potentially has ergogenic effect on rowing performance is 
bicarbonate supplementation by means of enhanced blood buffer capacity and attenuation of 
fatigue (Nielsen et al., 2002). The study by Nielsen et al. estimates rowing-induced changes in 
plasma volume, induced by the rapid fluid-shift out of the blood into the tissues during even 
short-term maximal exercise (Kaltreider and Meneely, 1940), and suggests that administration 
of sodium bicarbonate is associated with attenuated decrease in plasma volume. The 
implication of these estimates is that studies evaluating the effect of sodium bicarbonate on 
performance should account also for plasma volume changes. 
 
Overtraining and the associated symptoms of prolonged fatigue, trainability loss, decreased 
levels of recovery and unexplained strength declines often appears in elite competitors 
(Koutedakis and Sharp, 1998), including Olympic rowers (Koutedakis et al., 1995). Bizjak et al. 
assessed inflammatory and immunological markers to monitor cumulated training stress in 
highly trained rowers during competition vs preparation (i.e., high vs low metabolic stress) 
phases. The authors suggested that assessment of damage-associated molecular patterns, 
cytokines and cell surface expression of cellular immune markers are sensitive to the 
metabolic overload of the competition phase and can complement conventional clinical 
indicators in the prevention / management of overtraining. In the same context, Jürimäe et 
al. examined selected myokine responses to an endurance rowing training session in national 
level female rowers. The study concludes that the acute negative energy balance, induced by 
a single endurance rowing training session, elicits significant increases in plasma irisin, 
fibroplast-growth-factor-21, and follistatin levels and suggests that these biological markers 
are useful for the assessment of acute exercise stress in female rowers. 
 
The Concept 2 (C2) rowing ergometer is widely used for off-water training and performance 
assessment, and its popularity has grown even outside the sport of rowing, as it can be found 
in most health clubs. However, despite the wide use of the C2 there are relatively limited data 
on its validity and accuracy. The method of generating resistance in the C2, by air-dampening, 
implies that the targeted mechanical output is critically influenced by the rower’s effort and 
associated high variability (4–5% even in elite rowers, Treff et al., 2018) and, thus precludes 
any acceptable variability calculation due to lack of controlled rowing stroke parameters. 
However, Treff et al. controlled the inherent biological variability, by using a mechanical test 
rig (Mentz et al., 2020), and demonstrate that the accuracy of the C2 for a given mechanical 
power output is improved when the fluctuations in the rowing pace during the initial strokes 
of a rowing race are removed. Nevertheless, the significant underestimation of the first five 
strokes should be taken into account when conducting tests of short duration (e.g., 20s all-out 
effort) that are relevant not only when planning anaerobic training sessions, or as predictor of 
2000 m rowing ergometer performances (Cerasola et al.), but also to the shortened race 
distance for the 2028 Olympic Games. The underestimation (∼10%) of the mean power 
output, as well as the first five strokes, compared to that performed by the rower, is confirmed 
by Holt et al. who investigated the concurrent validity and reliability of three commercially 
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available on-water rowing instrumentation systems and the C2 in comparison to bespoke 
instrumentation. 
 
Finally, Alfőldi et al. present anthropometric and physiological characteristics of Hungarian 
successful rowers and confirm the importance of body mass for rowing performance as 
previously shown (Secher and Vaage, 1983). It might be noteworthy that the reduction of 
racing distance planned for the 2028 Olympic Games would most likely exacerbate the 
influence of body dimensions on rowing performance and further make rowing a sport for tall 
rather than for all, with implications for the universality of the sport (Koshla 1983). 
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It is no longer a secret for anyone that any water sport, particularly rowing, is very demanding, 
both physically and mentally. Due to its specificity, it focuses its practitioners to a cyclic effort 
of resistance in strength regime. Therefore, it is not within everyone's reach to face such 
demands. In addition, training never involves only enabling the body to cope with the intensity 
of the effort, but also training the mind to accept the effort, exhaustion and pain that cannot 
be avoided. Moreover, also due to the type of effort claimed by this sport, initiation should be 
done around the age of 12-14 years. At this age, child’s body should be able to manage such 
a physical load and his psychic structures are more and more crystallized and stabilized. 

Trainers are aware that any youngster who engages rowing at a moderate level knows 
intimately the tendency to give up. Sooner or later, the endurance effort will confront him 
with his own physiological limitations and the feeling of helplessness. And in front of them, 
the easiest answer is abandonment. Finding the resources to keep going, to push the young 
athlete to reach beyond where he once thought is capable of reaching, is most often a struggle 
that trainers must embrace together with their trainees. Along with the pleasure of rowing 
over calm waters, comes a dose of discomfort and pain, as a natural part of training. Trainers 
should explain this fact, or else it is unlikely that our youngsters will have continuity in the 
practice of this sport.  

Whether we are talking about specific training, on the water, or training on the rowing 
simulators, strength, mobility, coordination, endurance is needed. The athlete will have to 
respond adequately to all these requests and at the same time deal with pressure, effort, 
fatigue, the pace imposed by the coach or boat mates, or his own negative thoughts. In 
general, many of the psychological demands to which a rower is subjected, derive from the 
degree of difficulty of this sport. 

Briefly understood as the force that drives and supports any activity, motivation is one of the 
main psychological factors that those involved in the training and improvement of athletes 
must take into account. In general, for a person to start practicing a certain sport, it is 
important that it seems interesting to him or that it satisfies a specific personal need. Fun, 
belonging to a group, curiosity, physical development, obtaining social recognition are the 
most important divers/motivations for a youngster when engaging in sport. Given the cyclical 
and routine nature of this sport, as well as the intensity of the effort demanded during training 
sessions, it is not at all surprising that there are numerous fluctuations in the athletes' 
motivation. 

Thus, when training becomes intense and rigorous, the motivational sources may undergo 
changes and perhaps the most difficult aspect becomes that of keeping youngster motivated. 
One of the effective strategies for reviving the motivation of athletes is setting goals; not only 
tied to competitions, but also for daily training. This way, the athletes are more involved in 
tasks, more constant in effort, more persistent and willing to overcome a wide range of 
obstacles.  

In sport, the entire activity can be carried out only based on rigorous plans, clearly established 
and time-bound goals. There are training calendars, well-defined expectations and objectives. 
Youngsters should know that they are expected to perform in a specific competition or that 
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they must reach their maximum athletic form at a clearly designated point of their training. It 
is the trainers’ duty to divide these targets into sections, structure them and clearly explain 
them to their athletes, helping them go through each step with precision and determination.  

Thus, their entire training must be bordered with smaller and larger objectives, with stage 
objectives or specific objectives related to a single training, with performance-related 
objectives and with process-related objectives. This way, the coach is the one who leads the 
training, but the young athlete is directly involved in the process of personal growth and 
development.  

He becomes aware of his capabilities, more dedicated to the whole process and careful to 
control his evolution parameters. This ensures a better compliance with the training stimuli, 
a responsibility of the athlete in relation to the tasks, a better control over the process of 
training and even an improved self-confidence because, seeing that he achieves his proposed 
goals, the young athlete starts to believe more in their own abilities and chances of success. 

Young rower objectives related to the improvement of performance, the efficiency of actions 
and the development of one's own physical parameters, can be in the athlete's control. 
Trainers should teach and assist young athletes to set their performance objective, as a 
standard that they are committed to reach (improving speed or technique, for example). 
These performance objectives must be supplemented by the trainer with process-related 
objectives. The athlete therefore has a goal for each of his daily actions, so he can control his 
own progress. 

In general, the most effective objectives are those established according to a well-known 
pattern. Both in business and in sports, it is recommended that the objectives be SMART: 

Ø S = specific to the activity and directed towards the development of clearly defined 
aspects; 

Ø M = measurable (with progress indicators so that the athlete knows exactly when he 
reaches them); 

Ø A = accessible and realistic (to be approached by the athlete and to ensure a 
progressive growth) 

Ø R = relevant (according to the desired results) 
Ø T = timed (setting a time limit not only prioritizes your actions, but also measure 

progress easier) 

Therefore, especially in a demanding sport such as rowing, trainers should focus on having 
athletes anchored moment by moment in the activity undertaken, athletes putting the 
process before the results, totally dedicated to the preparation and aware of the purpose of 
each action undertaken. There is no chaotic work or useless efforts in rowing; every training 
stage must be exploited correctly to be able to form the profile of the rower. Moreover, from 
a very early age, trainers should teach rowing practitioners to thoroughly know their own 
body; to perceive and decode all the signals and responses that their body has to each training 
stimulus. To know exactly how and where they feel the effort, what their recovery time is, 
how their muscles contract in the case of a correct technical movement as opposed to an 
incorrect one. This type of knowledge helps athletes to have a quick adaptation to requests 
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but also to develop their own effort management skills. Efficient rowers are those who, in 
conditions of fatigue, remain aware of themselves and of the moment, attentive to every 
stroke and in harmony with the rest of their boatmates. 

Apart from the singles boats, rowing is essentially a sport that requires an almost perfect 
collaboration between the athletes. The fact that you have to follow the one in front of you is 
not negotiable and cohesion must be achieved as quickly as possible between the members 
of a crew. Positive interpersonal relationships and the existence of a common goal represent 
the basis of the cohesion of any team. When tasks are very demanding, however, it is very 
easy for interpersonal tensions or even conflicts to take the place of collaboration and 
cohesion.  

Athletes must therefore learn, from the junior period, what it means to work effectively in a 
team. Trainers will teach rowers from early stages how develop communication skills, to show 
respect to each other and show acceptance; to support each other and to fulfill their role and 
duties within the crew, each one doing the best they can to perform as a whole. When 
problematic aspects arise within the crew, they must be clarified quickly. Feedback between 
teammates is natural and absolutely necessary, but transmitted in a correct manner.  

Coaches and those who work with athletes can propose various games and activities to 
develop team spirit, mutual trust, cooperation and cohesion. Most of the time, until the 
establishment of the component members of a crew, there is a direct competition between 
the athletes. So sometimes, it's a real challenge to turn into a team a number of people who 
until yesterday were in competition. For this, trainers will put youngsters in different contexts 
that will make them familiar with others, will create a common vision and group rules that 
everyone must agree to. To truly become a team, athletes must think, feel and act as a whole. 

At individual level, there are a lot of psycho-emotional coordinates that influence the 
improvement of an athlete and his results. One of the most important elements directly 
related to performance is self-confidence. The sport environment, by its specificity, implies 
permanent comparison with others and confrontation with failure. As the pressure level rises, 
the individual is expected to perform in conditions of fatigue and stress. Without self-
confidence, the chances of success decrease considerably. 

The way an athlete perceives himself influences the way he sees reality. A person without self-
confidence will often be evasive, stuck. He will consider many contexts as threatening and 
himself unable to face them. Often, he will not initiate actions for fear of failure and will prefer 
to stay in the comfort zone. On the other hand, a self-confident individual is active, gets 
involved in activities, accepts his mistakes and tries to learn from them. He is first aware of his 
resources, of all those qualities that, by demonstrating them, he has a chance to emerge 
victorious.  

Precisely for this reason, one of the main levers of action that a coach has when he wants to 
improve the self-confidence of an athlete, is to increase his level of self-knowledge. 
Stimulating the awareness of one's own abilities and limits, the coach helps the athlete to 
develop his sense of competence and to identify those physical, technical, psychological or 
tactical aspects that require improvement.  
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Later, by working and correcting the mistakes, the athlete can more easily become aware of 
the progress and implicitly will win at the level of self-confidence. At the same time, it is 
important for the coach to help the athlete to perceive failure as a learning lesson and to avoid 
generalization ("I didn't win, I'm not good for anything"). Beyond emphasizing the 
performance, the coach must validate and positively reward young athlete's successful 
actions, even if they did not necessarily lead to success.  

An individual's self-confidence is built progressively and varies over time as a result of the 
dynamics of praise, recognition and results. Therefore, it is essential for any athlete to feel 
appreciated and valued, in order to develop the feeling of their own value. 

Beyond motivation, self-confidence or team spirit, there are a multitude of other 
psychological variables that influence sports performance. One can mention: concentration, 
the ability to manage one's own thoughts and emotions, resilience, the relationship with the 
coach, etc. Success in rowing or any other performance sport is always determined by a 
combination of factors. 
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Step 1. Developing basic qualities of rowers through fitness training 
 

1. Mobility 

Mobility is defined as the capacity of joints and joint chains for flexion and extension. In 
rowing, mobility should be considered in light of an optimum application of force throughout 
the range of movement used in the rowing stroke. Improvement in mobility enhances the 
learning of good technique, decreases the risk of injury and provides an opportunity for better 
development of strength and endurance. 
 
Actively exercising the improvement of mobility (using his own force)

 
 
Passively exercising the improvement of mobility (using external force) 

 
 
Kinetically exercising the improvement of mobility (using momentum) 

 
 
 

2. Strength 

Strength is defined as a muscle or muscle group’s ability to develop mechanical force. Strength 
or the ability to express force, is a basic physical characteristic that determines performance 
efficiency in sport. Strength may be classified as follows: 

• Maximum strength: muscle or muscle group’s maximum ability to develop mechanical 
force. 
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• Power: muscle or muscle group’s ability to overcome resistance with a high speed of 
contraction. 

• Strength endurance: muscle or muscle group’s ability to withstand fatigue during 
applications of work over periods of time. 

Eystein Enoksen and Asbjorn Gjerset, in the series Treningslaere from the Norwegian Sport 
Federation, are proposing the following series of exercises to train each strength area. 
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3. Endurance 
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Endurance is defined as the capacity of the athlete to resist fatigue during applications of work 
over periods of time. Endurance depends on the maximum aerobic and anaerobic powers and 
the ability with which they can be used. endurance performance requires the specific 
development of both aerobic and anaerobic capabilities. This development will result in the 
improved functional efficiency of the cardiovascular, metabolic and nervous systems. 

It should be noted that, to optimise the utilisation of this improved functional efficiency, the 
development must occur in conjunction with the increased strength and the improved 
technical proficiency of the athlete. 

The development of rowing specific endurance requires improving both the aerobic and the  
anaerobic energy systems. But, as the aerobic energy system accounts for about 75 to 80 per 
cent of the energy used during racing, endurance training must emphasise the aerobic energy 
system. This will result in improving the transport of oxygen to and the use of oxygen by the 
muscle tissues. 

A short daily program for endurance development is proposed bellow. 

 

 

 

Step 2. Learning the rowing technique 
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It is mandatory to emphasize that there are various possibilities for rowing technique. The 
phases of the stroke cycle we are presenting is a clarification of the movements that is 
relatively easy to understand. 
 
Rowing phases in simple technique 

1. Preparation phase 
During this phase, the athlete should use his total height in a natural position and not push his 
shoulders ahead too far assuming an unnaturally forced position. The angle of the body is 
approximately 45 degrees, allowing the adequate use of the slide. This position is ideal for the 
transmission of the leg force to the stroke. 

 

 
2. Attack and first half of the drive 
During the attack, the body weight is transmitted to the foot stretcher using the force of legs; 
this is especially noticeable in this first phase of the stroke. At the same time, the athlete is 
actively using the other body muscles to produce efficient work in the water. 

 

 

 
3. Second half of the drive and finish 
As the first half of the drive is relying primarily on the legs, further in the drive, the back 
muscles enter into action and, towards the end, the shoulders and the arms pay their 
contribution. It is important that the body weight is used at all times and all work is 
transmitted to the oars. 
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4. Stroke finish and release 
With the shoulders and the arms closing the drive, it is important to always keep the body 
weight behind the oars to achieve the maximum effect at the finish of the stroke. 
 

 

 
5. First half of the recovery 
During the recovery, it is necessary to understand that the hands are directing the movement 
by quickly and fluidly pushing the oars away from the body after the release. The movement 
that follows starts when the arms are fully extended. 
 

 
 
6. Second half of the recovery 
While the hands continue to advance, the upper body starts fluidly to lean forward until it 
reaches the correct position of the entry (45 degrees). When the arms are extended and the 
upper body is in the entry position, the rower starts moving the seat forward to initiate the 
new stroke. 
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Important notice! 

• In practice, all movements have to follow each other in a fluid, continuous cycle. It is 
extremely important that the upper body is properly prepared for the next stroke 
before the seat begins to move forward. 

• The standard hand position is with the left hand in front of the right hand during the 
drive and also during the recovery. 

Step 3. Advanced technique 

Have you ever watched the Romanian Women’s 8 in full flight? When they were at their best, 
watching them rowing was something to behold. It was truly unique – and deadly effective. 
Their results speak for themselves. 

But the Romanian rowing style and technique is most simple – they moved their hands very 
fast away from the finish of the stroke and followed with a really fast body swing forward. 
Then the slide was taken very – very slowly (in proportion to the hands and body movement).  

And you know what? The Romanian team did the same thing – whether they were at 36 
strokes per minute in the middle 1000 meters of the Olympic Final, or out for an easy training 
session during a World Cup Regatta. 

Because this was the Romanian training technique, inherited from the DDR rowing studies and 
the local trainer’s knowledge and experience. The contrast between the hands & body speed 
and the slide speed during the recovery was the secret! 

Rowing the Romanian Style is a little more challenging in my experience. It’s a bit like walking 
a tight rope. Once you are moving and are in the groove then you are ok, if you stop moving 
or break the rhythm, they you could be in trouble. 

It also requires good control and flexibility – especially with your hips, hamstrings and lower 
leg joints and muscles. 

Creeping up the slide is the balancing on the tight rope part – but the dynamic drive and 
lightening quick hands – body – first quarter slide creates a nice rhythmic momentum that will 
carry you a long way up the slide towards the catch. 

It’s kind of like sting and float – with a high work to rest ratio.
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The importance of technology in monitoring training and performance  

In order to achieve athletic performance, athletes must be optimally trained in 
accordance with physiological development and fitness abilities. In the past two decades, 
the science of training progressed as a result of scientific research studies conducted on 
variety of interdisciplinary approach in sport as biomechanics, physiology, psychology, 
nutrition and many others and with the great help of the innovative technology development 
able to monitoring athletic performance in laboratory conditions and/or directly onto the 
field.  

Why monitor athletes?    

Athlete monitoring has become an integrated component of the athlete preparation 
program bringing a large volume of information. The main role of this information is to build 
a basic understanding regarding quantification of sport training variables (intensity, 
volume, frequency, rest, recovery) into a training program in order to achieve optimal 
performance. Systematically monitoring these variables helps sport coaches measure 
effectiveness of their training programs and decide how to correct and update those 
programs.   

How an athlete performs in competitions/events is the result of the accumulation of 
individual training sessions. Thus, a main purpose of monitoring is to evaluate the stress 
response to individual training sessions which are the building blocks of the overall training 
program.  

A coach needs to know how hard their athletes are working during training sessions. 
A simple method can be measuring the duration or/and the volume of work and keeping a 
record of the sessions in a training diary. The athlete’s adaptation to the training program is 
determined mainly by the relationship between the training dose and the athlete’s response. 
This returning to a new state of homeostasis is affected by the training dosage. The greater 
the training stress is, the longer the recovery period must be.   

Another fundamental reason for monitoring athletes is to quantify their progress in 
response to the training program. It is recommended for coaches to test athletes at the 
beginning of the training cycle and again at the end. This can provide objective information 
regarding adaptation to a training program. Pretesting and post testing is a standard way of 
measuring an athlete’s progress due to the following:  

• Provides objective data regarding athlete’s responses of the training 
program; 

• Evaluate the impact of a specific type of intervention; 
• Guide the coach in making informed decisions about changes to the training 

program; 
• Identifies physical strengths and weaknesses of the athlete; 
• Increases knowledge base in sport training. 

  
Another important reason for monitoring athletes is to reduce the risk of overreaching, 
overtraining and injury. Under normal circumstances, the athlete typically experiences 
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acute fatigue in response to the training sessions and recovers within a period of hours to 
days. When a mismatch exists between the stress of training and recovery, a temporary 
condition of feeling unwell occurs resulting in a prolonged performance decrement.   

 

Technologies used for monitoring and assessing training in water sports  

To optimize an athlete’s adaptation to a training program, a coach must quantify the level of 
training stress and the physiological responses to that stress. The sport technologies 
represent an objective useful tool for the coach to guide training program design and 
optimize training sessions. Ultimately, the use of sport technologies assists the coach in 
taking decisions regarding athletes training program.  

 
One of the most important method for monitoring athletes training program is to A. 

In what follows, we will describe different technologies that can be used in water sports to 
assess external and internal load for athlete monitoring.  

 
External Load 

 
External load measurements refers to the outcome of physical work done by the body in the 
form of movement such as distance covered, speed of the boat or power generated during 
training. One of the common technologies used to assess external load in water sports is the 
global positioning system (GPS) devices.  
 

 

Fig. 1. GPS devise mounted on a rowing boat 

GPS units can provide quantitative information’s with accuracy in real time for both coaches 
and athletes. The advantage of this technology is that the participants in the boat cand see 
the actual boat speed and the distance covered which allow them to adjust their intensity 
and also to assess the performance of the training session.  

 

 

TO BE COMPLETED BY INCS 
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9.1. PSYCHOLOGY IN DISABLED ATHLETES 

The main idea behind successful noncompetitive sport events, like Voga Longa is the shift of 
the focus towards having fun! 

There is a main difference between competitive and non-competitive sports that truly sets 
them apart and shows what they can give a child. On the one hand, the benefit of competitive 
sports is that they show children how to work in teams in order to achieve a goal. Being 
competitive is the essence of an organized sport, and everything revolves around who is able 
to win. 

On the other hand, non-competitive sports take away that element and turn it into a positive 
form of competition. When no one has to win, everyone can spend more time helping one 
another and having more fun. Teamwork is still present, but instead of making kids 
competitive, it shows them how they can have fun doing a common activity.  

Accepting kids of all ages and body types 

Certain sports such as basketball create barriers for children that are shorter in stature. Not 
being able to participate in something because of a physical characteristic they can’t change 
can be stressful for most kids. This can lead to lowered self-esteem and potentially bullying 
from their peers. 

Non-competitive sports do not require kids to have any specific characteristics in order to 
participate. There are groups for all ages and even plenty of non-competitive sports focused 
on children with disabilities.  

Promoting the learning of life skills 

Non-competitive sports always have an important life skill to teach to a child. For example, 
through karate and martial arts, kids learn basic self-defense. Different non-competitive 
sports promote communication, critical thinking, and engagement in order for a common goal 
to be achieved. 

These all are important life skills as well and can only be developed through certain activities. 
For children in school, such life skills combined with platforms such as Supreme Dissertations, 
Grammarly, and Trust My Paper can help them excel in their studies. Gaining these life skills 
early on will help them stand out and make a bright future for themselves. 
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Establishing healthy habits 

Another big benefit of non-competitive sports is that they help children develop healthy habits 
early on. These types of sports have a very big advantage, and that is helping kids relax and 
destress.  While certain competitive sports can make kids anxious, upset, or even aggressive, 
non-competitive sports achieve the opposite. 

Giving your child a way to express their anxiety or feelings in a positive manner helps with 
developing healthy habits in the long-run. The sooner you make these changes in their lives, 
the better they will react in the future. This will aid their mental development positively and 
help them find healthy outlets for their emotions.   

Creating a more balanced everyday schedule 

While both competitive and non-competitive sports require a lot of time and dedication, the 
everyday schedules of the kids will be vastly different. Competitive sports require children to 
always be available at the practice hours in order to make progress along with the rest of their 
team. This can be very restricting and not allow kids to try doing a lot of creative activities they 
enjoy. 

On the other hand, Estelle Liotard, a researcher and writer at TopEssayWriting, says: “Non-
competitive sports, allow kids to balance their schedule in a more effective and sustainable 
manner. Not only do they not have to lose time from their paper writing for school, but they 
also have more free time every day. This way, they can try doing different things and exploring 
their talents and interests without the need for a strict practice schedule.”  

Learning how to follow instructions 

A benefit that is often overlooked is connected to the way non-competitive sports help kids 
understand how to follow instructions. Most competitive sports require talent and a lot of 
hard work. In non-competitive sports, while hard work might be required, every kid has the 
chance to excel. The key to doing that is learning how to follow the instructions given to them 
appropriately.  

This is something that teaches kids discipline and helps them collect these skills in other areas 
of their lives. Following the instructions of their parents, teachers, and other authority figures 
allows them to excel. No-competitive sports allow them to make that connection effortlessly, 
through practice. 
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Spending more time in nature 

Last but not least, another great benefit of non-competitive sports is the way they help 
connect kids with nature. Many sports such as kayaking, surfing, and hiking can take place 
outdoors and allow children some much-needed time outside of their regular routines. 

Kids these days have way too many responsibilities that keep them in a chair for a big part of 
the day. Spending more time in nature will help them feel more relaxed and get more creative. 
It can give them something to write about in essays and narrate to their friends. Giving them 
access to spending more time in nature is a very important thing in today’s society.  

Finding the right non-competitive sport for their preferences 

Last but not least, another great thing about non-competitive sports is that there are many 
different ones to choose from. Whether your child enjoys the outdoors more or wishes to be 
in a dance studio, there are non-competitive sports for every preference. 

As a parent, you can help your child experiment with different sports and see which one fits 
their personality more. You can also easily fit their activities around your own schedule, so 
you spend more time together. In most cases, you will be able to ask them to teach you what 
they learned so you can spend more time bonding. 

Although sports are generally known as being the same, they can be distinguished into two 
distinct categories, competitive and non-competitive. Of course, every sport has some sort of 
competitiveness depending on the individual and the specific sport. Competitive sports are 
sports that require the maximum amount of profession an individual can do in order to be 
able to compete. In other words, it requires a great amount of physical effort (O’Donnell, 
2019). These sports tend to be the most popular ones such as football, soccer, and basketball, 
with football and basketball being responsible for two-thirds of the sudden deaths of athletes 
in the United States (Cardiac Health, n.d.).  

People who view sports like that are typically very stressed upon it and will attempt pushing 
the limits of what the body can really withstand in regards to the competitiveness. 
Nonetheless, if practiced correctly, sports as such have various advantages, such as teaching 
social skills, understanding the importance of roles and respecting them, building confidence, 
accepting a loss, teamwork, and many more (Long, 2018). 

Noncompetitive sports are healthier 

In contrast, non-competitive sports focus more on leisure rather than competitiveness. Non-
competitiveness promotes a more relaxed environment, engaging in a sport for the fun of it, 
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as a means of destressing, having no reason to be competitive. Moreover, it teaches good 
skills, stimulates healthy growth in a safe environment, and encourages self-growth.  

In sports, generally, the heart works in conformity with the pressure put on it. This is especially 
for athletes or individuals who play sports a good amount of the time. Considering the high 
function of the heart, pumping blood throughout our body and spreading the oxygen, it needs 
to constantly adapt to such changes. To elaborate, during exercise or sports it is crucial to have 
the oxygen delivered at a higher and faster rate than normal, demanding the heart to work 
faster. Eventually, after continued exercise or sports, the heart will increase in size, thickness, 
and muscle mass (Fiedler, 2015). It is during these times that heart abnormalities usually come 
to light.  

The heart will be able to function normally on a daily basis, however, it cannot keep up with 
the pressure put on it, because a competitive sport can place a command on the volume and 
pressure of the heart (Rice, 2008). Not having the blood pumped properly or the oxygen not 
delivered at the fast rates necessary will cause the individual to pass out, collapse, or possibly 
pass away. Moreover, in the rare circumstances that these unfortunate events occur, there 
needs to be an immediate response to the situation. If immediate action is taken in the first 
couple of minutes, the chance of survival is 90%. If the proper help isn’t provided right away, 
the survival chance decreases by 10% every minute (Cardiac Health, n.d.). This becomes 
difficult considering the lack of training given to the coaches with about only 29% of them with 
the proper CPR and basic first aid training (Solomon, 2017). 

The majority may view sports through the competitive aspect, forgetting about the possible 
toll it can have on an individual’s wellbeing and health, specifically when it comes to 
cardiovascular diseases. It is important to balance between physical fitness to improve an 
individual’s health and between their actual health. The health of individuals can only be 
improved to a certain point when using sports to do such, rather, when taken too far, it can 
lead to many health complications and start to affect the body in a negative way. This can 
strictly fall under the competitive sports used all over the states quite often, which if not 
brought attention to can lead to more incidents of sudden cardiac-related deaths in sports 
fields. 

Due to the different levels of competitiveness, it is standard to have different requirements 
based on which category of sport is desired. The requirements would be limited to the current 
optional form, usually required by schools, for non-competitive sports. This form would be 
sufficient because since these sports do not have a high demand for the function of the heart, 
underlying cardiovascular issues will not be put into play. The heart will be able to maintain 
the relatively normal pressure put on it. However, the answers put on the sport form should 
be confirmed by the health professional, not just by the individual. Also, if there are any red 
flags detected by the health professional, further testing must be required. 

On the other hand, competitive sports should require full heart testing prior to playing sports. 
This would be the best way to ensure the safety and health of an individual. This requirement 
would be fulfilled with an electrocardiogram, otherwise referred to as an EKG. According to 
the American Heart Association (2015), an electrocardiogram is a test that measures the 
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electrical activity of the heartbeat. This is done by an electric impulse moving through the 
heart with every beat to the heart. The reaction of the heart recorded can help cardiologists 
conclude the pace of heart rhythms, fast, slow, abnormal, or normal. It can also determine if 
any parts of the heart are functioning improperly.  

This test identifies many cardiovascular problems such as myocarditis, coronary artery 
diseases, and dilated cardiomyopathy. An EKG can also identify hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, 
the most common cause of sudden death in young athletes, 36% (D’Silva & Papadakis, 2015). 
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is an exorbitant thickening of the heart muscle that can prompt 
an unpredictable heartbeat called ventricular fibrillation which brings about no blood being 
pumped from the heart. 

Cardiovascular testing is an essential key in preserving the health of students, athletes, and 
individuals who are interested in participating in a sport. It becomes obvious that these 
sudden deaths or health complications that occur on the field due to underlying cardiovascular 
complications can be prevented if the necessary precautions are taken. Most of the time these 
deaths occur to presumably healthy individuals. Proper screening identifies 3% to 10% of 
athletes at risk (Cardiac Health, n.d.). This percentage is relatively high, understanding that 
not all athletes are required to have heart screenings done before participating in sports. This 
percentage can be greatly maximized if the student is required to have completed a heart 
screening before being involved in any competitive sport. Every life is important and worth 
the extra step to protect it. Small overlooks such as these can cause families to lose their loved 
ones, hospitalizations, and many other unnecessary measures that can all be prevented. 

9.3. PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAINING 
 

9.3.1. Stress management 
 

Stress, anxiety and over-activation of the athlete, both physical  and  mental,  are detrimental 
factors that have an impact on their sport performance, as they lead to poor motor control 
and failures in execution.  

Therefore, it is necessary to provide the athlete with tools so that they can cope with 
the negative states that often occur during competition. This training in coping resources will 
lead to greater efficiency in the control of the physiological and emotional responses caused 
by these processes. Breathing control is one of the most basic relaxation techniques to reduce 
physiological and psychological activation. Proper breathing is the easiest way to control 
muscle tension, anxiety, irritability, or fatigue, and to reach the optimal level of arousal.  
 
In moments of stress or high anxiety prior to or during a competition, athletes often have 
problems in maintaining control of their breathing, which becomes accelerated, irregular, 
superficial and of low intensity. As a result, and as a consequence of poor oxygenation, these 
negative consequences occur. 
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But in addition to proper breathing, techniques such as progressive relaxation, autogenic 
training and the relaxation response have been used with athletes for decades, with the aim 
of making relaxation a well-learned response that becomes dominant in stressful situations, 
whereby the athlete can achieve relaxation in a matter of seconds in specific situations.  
 
Training has also been carried out in the biofeedback procedure, so that the athlete can 
perceive the activity of his or her organic functions (muscle tension, heart rate, blood 
pressure, skin conductance, etc.), and can bring the autonomic or physiological responses 
under voluntary control.  
 
However, contrary to the previous methods, there are athletes who are "too relaxed" and who 
find it difficult to enter into competition, and it is sometimes necessary to increase their 
arousal. With the activation techniques, the athlete learns to prepare the physiological and 
cognitive aspects to act, achieving a higher level of energy.  
 
There are different methods of activation, such as: increasing the respiratory rhythm; 
transferring energy, or using the activation coming from negative processes (aggressiveness, 
frustration, etc.) to transform it into useful and positive; looking for clues in the environment, 
coming from teammates, coach or public; the use of activating music or meaningful images; 
or the use of distractors, to divert the concentration  
towards aspects that are antagonistic to relaxation. 
 
9.3.2. Thought management 
 
Another set of aspects to work on encompasses a range of cognitive techniques, those that 
involve an essential use of thought processes, problem solving, or imagination and creativity.  
We have a continuous conversation with ourselves throughout the day and throughout our 
lives. If the dialogue is in tune with reality, adaptation and mental health result. If the dialogue 
is maladaptive, it becomes a source of irrational ideas and problems. Virtually all inappropriate 
cognitions and thoughts tend to translate into inappropriate external behaviours.  
 
To identify the internal language or self-talk of the athlete, we can use self-report, to record 
the tendency to positive or negative self-talk and thoughts during good or poor sport 
performances. 
 
There are different methods to work with. Self-talk is a psychological method that consists of 
a dialogue we have with ourselves, in which we evaluate what we have done and how we feel 
about it.  
 
Self-talk is not always constructive. Negative thoughts generate worries about one's own 
performance, make it difficult or impossible to make decisions, focus on physical                                           
or psychological aspects rather than on the demands of the situation, maintain redundant or 
obsessive thoughts about the consequences of a bad performance, and lead to systematic 
self-criticism and reproach.  
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Therefore, it is essential to detect the athlete's negative thoughts in order to be able to act on 
them, generating positive alternative messages to be issued at important moments. Positive 
self-talk is useful for issues of motivation, concentration and confidence, for activation 
control, and for training correct technique. 

In addition to replacing negative thoughts with positive ones, techniques such as 
thought stopping, problem solving or cognitive restructuring can also be useful. 

 
9.3.3. Imagery 
 
Mental imagery is a technique that allows athletes to train their skills in a symbolic way, before 
actually performing them. Real experiences can be imitated in the physical absence of 
perceptual and sensory experiences. To do this, subjects imagine themselves performing an 
action, without addressing the actual physical movements involved, and it is a versatile 
technique in which athletes are guided to create mental images in which multiple senses are 
integrated. 
 
Imagery has multiple uses and can be used for the learning and acquisition of new physical or 
mental skills, the training of sport skills, the training of technique and strategy, the control of 
emotional responses, or the coping with pain and injuries, among others. In addition, the 
positive consequences of mental practice on variables such as self-confidence, motivation, 
concentration, or in the regulation of activation have been proven. 
 
It is useful and effective at any stage of sport (from children's sport to high performance), and 
both at the beginning of learning and in more advanced stages of improvement. It has also 
been shown that the combination of mental practice and physical training is more effective 
than physical training alone, while mental practice alone does not achieve better results than 
physical training.  
 
For training, the athlete must master two perspectives: internal visualisation (visualising from 
within oneself, with one's own eyes) and external visualisation (the ability to visualise oneself 
from outside one's own body). In addition, two aspects are basic and fundamental: the 
vividness of the images, which must be vivid and detailed, clear and sharp, using all the senses, 
and the greater the reality, the greater the transfer to the real performance; and 
controllability, that is, being able to manipulate the images, and to be able to recreate actions 
or performances. 
 
Several aspects must also be taken into account for training, such as making the athlete aware 
of the importance of its use, realistic expectations and sufficient motivation to carry it out, 
visualisation of both the performance and the result, and the systematic programming of its 
use, before and after training and competition, in pauses or breaks in the action, or in the 
recovery from injuries. 
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